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I 
Marilyn and Laurie Hadden 
Laurie Hadden, B.A., M.Ed., Ed.D., elementary and 
secondary school teacher, vice principal and principal, 
superintendent of schools, researcher, writer, consultant, 
lecturer in the secular field as well as for the Brethren in 
Christ denomination, member of various boards and 
committees, Sunday school teacher, father of two and 
grandfather of two, widely traveled. Sounds like a com-
plete and fulfilled life, doesn't it? This describes some 
of what Laurie has done over the years and he quickly 
gives all of the glory to his Lord. 
Yes, for many this might be a picture of a person who 
has "done it all." But for this quiet, unassuming, profes-
sional man, Laurie feels there is more out there yet. His 
goal in life has been to be of service, to "walk the talk" 
and his philosophy may be summed up in 1 Corinthians 
13. 
Having grown up in the small town of South Porcu-
pine in Northern Ontario, he attended high school at 
Niagara Christian Collegiate. Then he attended Teachers 
College in London, Ont., and began his teaching career 
in Stoney Creek, Ont. His degrees were earned by study-
ing evenings and during summer holidays. He spent a 
significant number of years in inner city schools in 
Toronto, where he acquired much experience in cultural 
and race relations. Travels both at home and abroad fur-
ther enhanced his understanding and sensitivity to all 
peoples. 
Now Laurie and Marilyn Hadden have responded to 
the call to minister in Ramallah Friends Schools in the 
Palestinian National Authority. Ramallah is located ten 
miles north of Jerusalem, Israel. It is one of the zones 
within the West Bank which Israel agreed to return to 
Palestinian governance following the Oslo Peace Agree-
ment. 
The mission of the Ramallah Friends Schools is to 
help with the education of the Palestinian children and 
young people. In 1869 the Quakers established the 
Friends Girls School in response to a need to offer an 
elementary education for Palestinian girls. In 1901 the 
ministry grew to include a secondary school for boys, 
the Friends Boys School. Today, Ramallah Friends 
School includes both of these institutions with an enroll-
ment of 900 students in co-ed environments. 
Laurie will be the director of Ramallah Friends 
Schools, working in areas of finance, policy, and person-
nel, for which his preparation has been superb. Marilyn 
will work as a library and pre-school assistant. With her 
years of experience as a registered nurse, she will effec-
tively complement Laurie's ministry at Ramallah. 
Laurie and Marilyn are members of the Bridlewood 
congregation in Agincourt, Ont., where they have served 
as a deacon couple. Marilyn grew up in the Heise Hill 
congregation, the daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J. Allan 
Heise. From 1993 to 1995, Laurie was the secretary of 
the Canadian Conference. Their challenging assignment 
begins August 1, 1997. Please support them faithfully 
with your prayers and thoughts, and with mail, which 
would be most welcome! Their present commitment is 
for a one-year term. 





in their teens, 
20s, 30s, and 40s 
ivited. are in 
"Special People" profiles a wide variety of Brethren in Christ members of all ages and from 
all walks of life. You are invited to submit a short article about some "Special Person" you 
would like to introduce to Visitor readers. Articles should be typewritten, preferably 300-
400 words, and must have the approval of the person being profiled. If your article is 
accepted for publication, we will contact you to secure a photo for publication (which will 
be returned). Mail your article to Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN 46550. 
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by Bert A. Harkness As I walk with the Lord, and as I do bat-
tle with the enemy of our souls, I can't help 
but wonder why it is that we are not more 
effective in our struggle. The Scriptures 
promise us victory over Satan and all his 
demons. So I ask myself this very pointed 
question, "What am I doing wrong that I 
cannot seem to experience this promised 
victory?" 
I have come to the conclusion that there 
are at least four major reasons why Chris-
tians, myself included, do not experience 
more of the victory over Satan. 
THE FIRST REASON is hidden sin in the life of the believer. Today, as never before, we are so infected with the idea of personal rights that we 
have come to believe that we have a right 
to certain things. That even goes so far as 
to include sin. After all, we reason, what I 
am doing is private, it is pleasurable, and it 
doesn't hurt anyone else. 
What we fail to understand is that we 
have no rights of our own outside of Jesus 
Christ except for eternal damnation. We 
earned that right, we were born to it, and it 
is ours without question. To keep some 
hidden sin, whether it be bitterness toward 
a fellow Christian or a secret habit, is a 
slap in the face for Jesus Christ. Yet almost 
every Christian I have ever met will, in 
some moment of brutal honesty, admit that 
they have a private "cherished" sin they 
refuse to give up. For some it is a habit of 
gossip; for others it is a love affair with 
alcohol; for some it is a bondage to tobac-
co; while others will readily and almost 
proudly state that they see nothing wrong 
with buying lottery tickets. Dare we play 
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these games with an eternal God and still 
preach a doctrine of sanctification? 
This was the same problem that Jesus 
addressed in his day. He called it "the leav-
en of the Pharisees." What we have failed 
to see is that it takes a very little yeast to 
affect the whole batter. In Luke 12:1-3, we 
find Jesus warning the disciples: "Be on 
your guard against the yeast of the Phar-
isees, which is hypocrisy. There is nothing 
concealed that will not be disclosed, or hid-
den that will not be made known. What 
you have said in the dark will be heard in 
the daylight, and what you have whispered 
in the ear in the inner rooms will be pro-
claimed from the roofs." 
What we need to understand is that 
nothing can be hid. Every act done in 
secret will one day be declared in the open. 
The anger we feel against another Christian 
will one day be announced in public; the 
gossip we have whispered in the back pew 
will one day be known to all; the sneak 
peek at pornography in the magazine store 
when we thought nobody was looking will 
one day be declared "from the housetops." 
Sin also dampens our spiritual percep-
tion. What is more important, it gives the 
enemy a stronghold in our lives. We have 
the weapons to pull down those strong-
holds (2 Corinthians 10:3-5) if we are will-
ing to do business with God in honesty and 
integrity. There is a price to be paid. We 
must be willing to give up "the pleasures of 
sin" and we must be cleansed by the blood 
of Jesus Christ. 
All sin, whether hidden or open, is 
rebellion against God. It grieves the Holy 
Spirit, and cuts off communion with God. 
We cannot know the mind of Christ when 
we are in rebellion. Ephesians 4:30 says, 
"And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God, 
with whom you were sealed for the day of 
redemption." How can we have commu-
nion with God when we are in rebellion 
against him? 
We cannot say that we have a relation-
ship with God and not walk in his light (1 
John 1:6-10). If we claim to be "sanctified" 
and still feel bitterness toward others, John 
says we are liars, and we make God a liar. 
It is not possible to be "sanctified" and 
have a secret sin addiction. 
Jesus stands at the door (Revelation 
3:20-22) of the heart of every such Chris-
tian. "Here I am! I stand at the door, and 
knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens 
the door, I will come in and eat with him, 
and he with me. To him who overcomes I 
will give the right to sit with me on my 
throne, just as I overcame and sat down 
with my Father on his throne. He who has 
an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to 
the churches." Let us keep in mind that this 
passage was written to the church, not to 
unbelievers. Let us be honest in our exege-
sis. We, the Christians, have shut Jesus out 
when we live in rebellion and harbor secret 
sin. 
THE SECOND REASON for our lack of spiritual victory is a fear of con-frontation. We would rather cower in the corner than confront the sin in 
our own lives—never mind being honest 
about the sin in the world and in the 
church. 
We have become afraid of people. We 
worry about what they will think of us. We 
even get concerned about what strangers 
will say about us. This is a form of pride. 
We are afraid of being "real" people. We 
want to live up to images and expectations. 
There is a dichotomy between what we 
want to be versus what we really are, and 
we are not willing to be honest with God 
nor ourselves. In reality, we are giving in to 
a new form of bondage to people. We are 
giving them power over us; power that 
rightly belongs to God alone. We are not 
willing to confront ourselves, nor each 
other. 
Confrontation can be done in love. 
Many of us believe that confrontation is 
some sort of dirty word that involves all 
kinds of spite and hatred. If that is the type 
of people we are, then that is the type of 
confrontation we will do. On the other 
hand, Jesus was full of love and compas-
sion, yet he used confrontation most effec-
tively. In reality, confrontation is only 
effective when it is done in love. 
It is high time we stopped being afraid 
of people, as Jesus said (Luke 12:4). The 
fear of people really involves the politics of 
power. We have a fear of losing control of 
others, or of the situation, or of an organi-
zation. We want control, and that is pride. 
We fail to trust God to really do what he 
says in his Word that he will do. We seek 
to maintain control because we do not real-
ly trust God enough to let him have con-
trol. 
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a love that confronts even if it means pain. 
God specializes in tough love, or he would 
not have created us in the beginning—or 
do we not believe that God knew the cost 
of a relationship with his creation in the far 
reaches of eternity past? 
Jesus used confrontation with great 
effect. As we read the gospel accounts of 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, we can't 
help but be impressed with the great effec-
tiveness with which Jesus used confronta-
tion when dealing with the scribes and 
Pharisees. Yes, it cost Jesus his life, and 
that is where our fear comes in. We have 
lost our focus on the eternal. Jesus never 
lost that focus and so never faltered when 
he confronted sin (Hebrews 12:1-6). 
ATHIRD REASON why Christians fail at spiritual warfare is a lack of knowledge. We are not fully con-versant with God's Word. There is a 
general failure to recognize God's standard 
of holiness and purity. This usually is will-
ful ignorance (2 Peter 3:3-11). We simply 
don't want to know, because we somehow 
believe that if we don't know something, 
we won't have to deal with it. It's almost as 
if we have bought the old saying that "what 
you don't know can't hurt you." It's a lie; it 
can hurt us. 
Imagine a soldier out on the battle field. 
He doesn't know there is a missile coming 
his way. Can it hurt him? If he is told about 
the missile and refuses to believe the 
report, will he be hurt any less? Yet that is 
exactly what many of us as Christians are 
doing. We have God's Word describing the 
spiritual battle that is set before us, but we 
refuse to believe that we have an enemy, or 
that he is able to hurt us, or that he appears 
in so many appealing disguises. This is 
Satan's best possible advantage. 
We would rather believe that the enemy 
is the brother or sister on the opposite side 
of a question under discussion, rather than 
the one who fills our own hearts with bit-
terness toward fellow believers with whom 
we disagree. We attack our spouses, our 
neighbors, and even our God because we 
fail to recognize the enemy for who he 
really is. This makes us unwitting servants 
of the enemy. 
We need to know the enemy's tactics. 
Paul says we need not be ignorant of 
Satan's schemes (2 Corinthians 2:10-11). 
Through his Word, God informs us of the 
enemy, his devices, and his tactics—if we 
would only listen and learn. 
FINALLY, we have failed to know our spiritual weapons and our defenses. We have tried to use the wrong weapons, not realizing that the right 
ones are not of this world (Ephesians 6: 10-
18). We have attempted to use our own 
authority, talents, abilities, etc., instead of 
recognizing that the battle is the Lord's, 
and we must use the weapons that God 
provides—his blood and his Word. 
There has been a failure to protect our-
selves under the blood of Jesus. Revelation 
12:9-11 says, "The great dragon was 
hurled down—that ancient serpent called 
the devil, or Satan, who leads the whole 
world astray. He was hurled to the earth, 
and his angels with him. Then I heard a 
loud voice in heaven say: 'Now have come 
the salvation and the power and the king-
dom of our God, and the authority of his 
Christ. For the accuser of our brothers, who 
accuses them before our God day and 
night, has been hurled down. They over-
came him by the blood of the Lamb and by 
the word of their testimony; they did not 
love their lives so much as to shrink from 
death." 
There is no other covering that can pro-
tect us from the onslaught of the enemy. 
Our faith in the blood of the Lamb is the 
only effective means for our protection and 
deliverance. 
Bert Harkness is pastor of the Kirkland Lake, 
(Ont.) Brethren in Christ Church. 




by Sherry Holland 
ICONFESS-I don't always like to go on church retreats. It has a lot to do with the long, hot bus ride, abundance of mosquitos, sub-standard bath 
and bed accommodations, and major kitchen 
responsibilities. I felt very different about this 
retreat-l actually wanted to go! I anticipated getting 
a blessing and being a blessing to others. I even 
experienced an extra measure of patience with the 
inconveniences of camp life. 
This very special retreat took place over Carnival 
weekend, February 16 through 20, 1996. Venezue-
lan Carnival is what is known as Mardi Gras in the 
U.S. Since the focus is on having parties and l iv ing it 
up" before Lent, many in the evangelical communi-
ty-and the Brethren in Christ Church in particular-
take advantage of the long weekend for a time of 
focusing on Christ. This was our first Family Camp 
with all three Brethren in Christ churches involved. 
Attendance was our highest ever at 120. 
We were deep in the heart of Venezuelan ranch 
country, three hours south of Caracas, on a large 
1000-acre ranch. A lovely couple had owned it for 
many years and when the husband joined his wife 
in becoming a believer seven years ago, they dedi-
cated it to the Lord's work. 
BY LATE EVENING Friday, almost everyone had arrived and we had an excellent service. Satur-day was filled with workshops, group prayer 
times, and an evangelistic evening service. The fel-
August 1997 
lowship was caring and loving, the ideal of what 
should be when a group of Christians get together. 
After the evening service, 16 of the youth sat 
chatting for awhile. As they told us later, they start-
ed telling jokes, and some of them were "off-color." 
They felt very convicted, so they started praying 
confessing their sin. It was an intense, "heavy duty" 
prayer time-they think it lasted about two hours. At 
one point, one of the girls felt the presence of 
angels and told the others. Only one of the boys 
could see them; he told everyone that the angels 
stood behind each of their chairs with their hands 
over each youth's head as if anointing. A few min-
utes later, the group heard what sounded like a 
ram's horn being blown. This broke their prayer 
concentration, so they got up to see from what 
direction it was coming. (At this point, it is important 
to know that the ranch is isolated. Being surrounded 
continued on the next page 
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A baptism held on 
the 1,000 acre 




a fue to the integrity bY uninhabited 
Of the youth involved mountains that are 
/ J , , on the ranch proper-(some are church ty there 
are no other 
members we've buildings or neigh-
bors within many 
miles.) 
The young people 
walked over towards 
the tabernacle with a 
view of the shallow 
valley and moun-
tains beyond. Just 
then they said the 
sky completely 
changed-it seemed 
as if the heavens 
opened and they 
could see every star 
in the universe. Some of the stars grew larger and 
fell onto the mountain across the valley. These 
bright lights then formed a line and "walked" down 
the mountain and across the valley. During this 
heavenly "light show" the youth said the most beau-
tiful "orchestra" music they've ever heard came from 
the same direction as the stars on the mountain. 
By now it was 3:00 in the morning. At this same 
hour, several mothers of these youth woke up in 
their cabin to the same other-worldly music. They 
took a walk outside and were also witness to the 
stars that fell upon the mountain. Realizing that this 
was truly something extraordinary, they sat and 
prayed. 
known and discipled 
for many years), the 
consistency of their 
story, and the fact 
that a group of 
women also 
witnessed part of 
what the youth saw, 
we believed their 
account 
Losing sight of the marching lights, the youth 
walked to the back of the tabernacle to see where 
they had gone. Here they fell to their knees in 
shock, for three tall, glowing angels were standing 
there! Each angel glowed a white-blue, "neonish" 
light. The young people said it was an indescribable 
type of light. The group summoned courage to ask 
the angels to say something to them, but when one 
of the angels walked toward them and opened his 
mouth, the youth got so scared that two of them 
fainted and the rest were about to turn and run! The 
angel just smiled and backed off so the youth could 
calm down. At this point, the young people started 
singing a beautiful hymn based on Psalm 22:3 that 
translates "You, Lord, inhabit the praises of your 
people, crowned with power; the surrounding 
angels join us in singing praises and glory to you, 
Lord. Holy is your name, you are holy, Lord. All cre-
ation declares your glory, you are holy, Lord." As the 
youth had their hands raised in praise, the angels 
raised theirs and one opened his huge white wings. 
To the group's delight, these heavenly visitors "sang" 
a beautiful, lilting descant to this hymn. 
An arched doorway opened up behind the 
angels, with a view of a path leading into a garden. 
Without a doubt, the youth said they knew this path 
led to Heaven. At the same time, they felt a strong 
prompting to turn their backs and leave, as the time 
had come to end this wonderful visit. 
With the angels returning their farewell waves, 
the youth reluctantly walked away. About ten steps 
later, as they turned back to look, the angels and 
the doorway had disappeared. 
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The next morning, before the worship service, the 
16 youth shared with the rest of us the great bless-
ing they had received a few hours earlier. Due to the 
integrity of the youth involved (some are church 
members we've known and discipled for many 
years), the consistency of their story, and the fact 
that a group of women also witnessed part of what 
the youth saw, we believed their account. The ranch 
owner was present and told us that this is not 
uncommon on the property; that groups of youth 
and children have several times had encounters 
with angels! He reminded us, though, not to idolize 
the ranch or these visitations, but to keep our focus 
on worshiping Jesus. 
A year later, I asked Mireya, one of the girls who 
was present that night, how the experience had 
affected her faith. Mireya said that her faith was 
greatly strengthened and she has a greater desire to 
live for and serve Jesus. She says that most of the 
group feel as she does. Two of the youth that were 
present were not Christians; one has not shown 
interest in giving his life to Christ, but the other one 
has and is growing in maturity. 
Sherry Holland (with her husband Mike) has been serving in 
Venezuela since 1985. The event described here took place in Febru-





The dream first came to the pastor of the Walnut, 
(Calif.) congregation, Paul Schletewitz, when he 
was chair of the Pacific Conference Board for 
Brotherhood Concerns. The Brotherhood Concerns 
board embraced this dream wherein the 
California Brethren in Christ church-
es and their members united togeth-
er for a common cause. Then the 
Pacific Conference enthusiastically 
endorsed the dream, and together 
they dreamed of joining with 
neighboring churches— 
Mennonite and Metho-
dist, Baptist and Breth-
ren, Nazarene and non-
denominational—for a 
common purpose. In this 
dream, the Brethren in Christ-ini-
tiated mission became the fulfill-
ment of Scripture, where God's 
people are called upon to minister to the less fortu-
nate by sharing their experiences, resources, and 
faith in Jesus Christ. 
Being small in number, they dreamed that Breth-
ren in Christ from other areas and conferences lent 
a beginning helping hand to their California broth-
ers and sisters, and envisioned them donating 
goods, quilts, money, and experience as the task 
was undertaken. The beginning efforts were suc-
cessful, they dreamed; and funds were funneled 
worldwide for world hunger and relief, in the name 
of Christ, as called for in Matthew 25:35. The next 
year, the mission was renewed, more participated, 
and so much was accomplished that this became 
an annual tradition wherein God's people from 
many denominations came together to com-





Rather than just another fading dream, this 
dream is coming alive in California. Beginning to 
take shape and substance is the first annual South-
ern California Festival and Sale for World Hunger 
and Relief, with the proceeds to be donated to the 
Mennonite Central Committee. Sisters and brothers 
are meeting together now and planning the festival 
and sale, to be held May 29-30, 1998. The Pacific 
Christian Center of the Brethren in Christ has 
offered to host the event (on the former Upland 
College campus). Churches and people of various 
denominations are readily responding and volun-
teers are coming forward. Funds are being raised, 
quilts are being made, and goods and antiques are 
being held for the sale. The Mennonite Central 
Committee is generously offering its experience, 
and other auctions are freely sharing their resources. 
Enthusiasm and excitement are growing as the 
dream is transforming into a growing reality. 
All who wish to do so may participate in making 
this dream, now a beginning bud, become a fully 
flowering and fulfilling tradition. Much is needed: 
volunteers and funds, goods and quilts, festival tal-
ent and participants. Whether you live near or far, 
consider how you might assist. Contact Stan Long 
at (909) 982-9646, or write to Southern California 
Festival and Sale, c/o Pacific Christian Center, 800 
W. Arrow Highway, Upland, CA 91786. Your help 
will make more than a California dream—it will be 
Christian compassion in the name of Christ made 
manifest. 
R W O R L D H U N G E R & R E L I E F 
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TRIBUTES TO TWO MESSIAH VILLAGE CHAPLAINS AS THEY RETIRE 
On June 17, sermon titles 
came back to haunt them 
by Marion J. Heisey 
Once upon a time, there was a little girl named Martha, and she grew up to be a Lady. After all, WHAT'S IN A NAME? But this Martha grew up to be a woman who loved God. She felt the 
call of God over the years to be a number of things. She 
became a nurse, a missionary, a midwife, a seminary stu-
dent, and finally, an ordained minister. 
But one of the highlights of her life was when she came 
to Messiah Village to become a chaplain. It was here that 
she felt God was giving her ONE BLESSING AFTER 
ANOTHER. It was almost like ALL THINGS BECOME 
NEW, even though the population she served was 
the elderly. It was A DIFFICULT ASSIGN-
MENT, but LEARNING CONTENTMENT was 
something she was good at, and her attitude 
was always, LORD, TEACH ME. BUT 
WHAT A DIFFERENCE!! In some ways, it 
was like A WORLD TURNED UPSIDE 
DOWN, for she went from working with 
newborns, who had just come into the world, 
to oldsters, who were just getting ready to 
leave this world. And yet, when she worked 
with the Alzheimer patients, it was almost like 
going back to the world of infants again—at 
times singing MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB, 
for there was so much REMEMBERING—FOR 
GETTING, and working with the aged took so much 
PATIENCE—PATIENCE at times. Yet, she knew she was 
in God's will, and although she felt like one of the JARS 
OF CLAY, she experienced ONE BLESSING AFTER 
ANOTHER. She knew she was to BE AN EXAMPLE and 
in this new assignment, she would be GLORIFYING GOD 
and POINTING TO A HEAVENLY FATHER in just a dif-
ferent way than before. But often, she would have the 
opportunity to read, to reassure and to remind people of 
THE LORD— MY SHEPHERD. There were times when 
she was tired, exhausted and fatigued, but SONGS IN THE 
NIGHT kept her going. After all, God was her friend and 
she was A FRIEND OF GOD. Her vision in life was GLO-
RIFYING GOD, being a LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS and 
representing CHRIST—THE HEALER. 
Martha was a individualist who found her way, whether 
in THE CROWD OR ALONE. Her attitude was: if you 
BEHAVE YOURSELF, you will find GOD IN THE 
UNEXPECTED, for after all, WHAT DOES THE LORD 
REQUIRE OF THEE but to BE AN EXAMPLE and let 
THY SPEECH BETRAYETH THEE in witnessing for the 
Lord Jesus Christ. When we are born again, ALL THINGS 
BECOME NEW, we are NEW CREATURES—A NEW 
CREATION, and GOD, OUR RESOURCE is a very pres-
ent help in times of trouble. 
Now Martha was not much for a lot of fanfare around 
Christmas time, although she accepted the place of THE 
WELL-DRESSED CHRISTIAN, but CHRISTMAS PRICE 
TAGS sometimes annoyed her. Sometimes she would pick 
something up in the store, and then she would ask 
herself; "WHAT IS IN THY HAND? WHY 
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS, anyway, when 
it is so commercialized? WHY ME?" THE 
RESPONSE OF CHRISTMAS sometimes 
caused her to search herself; but she 
always found GOD IN THE UNEX-
PECTED. 
Martha was never a mother as such, 
but she often asked the question, "DO 
ONLY MOTHERS LOVE?" Yes, 
MOTHERING—GOD'S HANDS AT 
WORK was evident in much of her life, 
but she knew that for her, she had a higher 
calling, for ALL THINGS BECOME NEW 
for her, and AS A MOTHER, she would be tied 
down, and God had a more expanded work for her. 
Her diverse talents and ministry over the years—from 
babies to the elderly, and with SO GREAT A CLOUD OF 
WITNESSES in and out of her life—she knew she had to be 
faithful to God's calling. Sure, there were times when she 
was tempted, just like the rest of us, wondering, "WHAT 
DO WE TRUST? And WHY BE GOOD?" But she knew 
that THE SECOND COMMANDMENT was once written 
for her, and her mission in life was to be faithful to the God 
she loved. Sure, there were times when she hardly knew 
FEAR: BANE OR BLESSING, but somehow things would 
turn out right when she put God first in everything she did. 
Martha has been an inspiration, a friend, a counselor, a 
consoler, a listener, an advisor, a consultant to many people 
over the years. She has a niche here at Messiah Village, and 
that won't change. Martha, don't let this experience of retir-
ing be A WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN for you. 
God bless you in your new pursuits. We will still see you 
around. ^ 
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At a recent retirement celebration for Martha Lady and Bob Lehman, 
Marion Heisey read tributes which used titles of sermons 
(in capital letters below) which the two chaplains 
had delivered at Messiah Village. 
This is the story of the prodigal son, although granted, a modern day version. It is A MESSAGE FOR ALL PEOPLE and EVERYONE LOVES A LOVE STORY. But in this case, it was a love 
story about a father and a son. The son, in this case, was a 
grown man, who had wandered far from THE MODEL 
FATHER, who had been for many years a man WALKING 
WITH GOD. The father was now ill, and the doctors were 
working hard for him, AVERTING HEART TROUBLE, 
yet knowing all the time that THE TEMPTA-
TIONS OF OLD AGE were, to give up and 
die. But he would not succumb to this tempta-
tion until he knew that his son had asked the 
critical question, WHAT MUST I DO TO BE 
SAVED, and that he was WALKING WITH 
GOD. The father had lived A LIFE OF TRI-
ALS AND TRIUMPH, of DREAMS AND 
REALITY, and his vision and goals in life 
were to demonstrate A LESSON IN LOVE 
with everyone he met. He knew HOW GOD'S 
WORK GETS DONE, and he always accepted 
THE CHALLENGE OF THE UNKNOWN. He tried his 
best to be the RIGHT PERSON— RIGHT P L A C E -
RIGHT TIME, ready at a moment's notice to give A MES-
SAGE OF ENCOURAGEMENT and provide THE 
INFLUENCE OF THE RISEN CHRIST, talking, sharing, 
speaking HOW CHRIST DRAWS PEOPLE TO HIMSELF, 
because SIN IS A SERIOUS MATTER. And furthermore, 
he knew that THE GENTLENESS OF JESUS would some 
day bring his son to SETTING THINGS IN ORDER . 
Now, the sun was setting for the elderly and godly gen-
tleman, and he had entrusted himself into GOD'S PROVI-
DENTIAL CARE, for he knew that death was nigh. 
But there was a knock on the door. The old gentleman 
feebly responded, "Come in ," and to the amazement of the 
elderly man, his son, whom he had not seen for years, 
bounded in through the doorway. "Oh, Father" he said, "I 
am looking for a CURE FOR DESPONDENCY. I have had 
my PRIORITIES confused all these years, and 1 recognize 
that WHEN SUCCESS BECOMES FAILURE, something 
is turned around and I have not been KEEPING MY PRI-
ORITIES STRAIGHT. Oh, Father, WHAT MUST I DO TO 
Marion J. Heisey is Director of Pastoral Care and Senior Pastor, 
Messiah Village, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
BE SAVED?" His aged father smiled, opened his arms to 
receive his son, and they embraced. "PRAISE THE LORD," 
the old man said softly as he embraced his son. The father 
went on, "There is THE PLACE CALLED CALVARY 
where THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, who died for you 
and for me—HE WAS PURE WITHIN AND WITHOUT— 
and it was on that cross that he died and THE BLOOD OF 
JESUS CHRIST HIS SON was shed for us all. We can have 
LIFE EVERLASTING if we will just realize that by AC-
CEPTING GOD'S FORGIVE-
NESS, we will have eternal life." 
The son responded, "Oh Father, I 
accept THE PRECIOUS BLOOD 
OF CHRIST. My past is forgiven, 
and there are THINGS TO FOR-
GET—THINGS TO REMEMBER, 
and most of all, I know that I will 
now live forever with God." His 
father responded, "Son, IT'S TIME 
FOR SOME GOOD NEWS, for I 
have been waiting for you all these 
years, for I have been LIVING ON BORROWED TIME. 
"It is time for me to go now, Son, I'M CLAIMING NEW 
TERRITORY. It is time for me to now go and meet THAT 
GREAT SHEPHERD OF THE SHEEP. Never forget. Son, 
there is HEALING IN THE CROSS. It can not be long 
until THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST, but I shall 
precede you, Son, and I shall know THE UNSEARCH-
ABLE RICHES OF CHRIST." With that, the father 
breathed his last. 
His son threw his arms around his father and said, 
"Father, HAVE YOU HEARD THE ANGELS? I'm glad I 
returned, for ever since I was a little boy, I heard in my 
mind, your prayers for me. It was like ECHOES FROM 
THE UPPER ROOM. Now at this moment, you, father, are 
CELEBRATING GOD'S LOVE. I am CELEBRATING 
OUR FORGIVENESS, and together we are CELEBRAT-
ING OUR HOPE. You have carried YOUR CROSS, you 
have lived the example ON BEING A GOOD SAMARI-
TAN, you have been PERSECUTED FOR RIGHTEOUS-
NESS SAKE, and now you are enjoying GOD'S 
UNSPEAKABLE GIFT. I will look forward to seeing you 
one day in the future, Father. I will meet you in the morning 
over there." 
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On Sunday, May 18, we arrived at Heise Hill Breth-ren in Christ Church at 
3 :00 p.m., an hour before the 
scheduled starting time of 4:00 
p.m. There were already a few 
cars in the parking lot and mem-
bers of the congregation were in 
place to direct traffic. At 3:15 
p.m., it was clear that there 
would be a strong response of 
support for the eight missionary 
candidates being commissioned. 
A steady stream of people filed 
into the church, and by 3:45 the 
sanctuary was full and the bal-
cony began to fill. Ushers 
arranged for extra chairs. 
Approximately 300 people gath-
ered for a time of praise, wor-
ship, and celebration to God for 
his faithfulness in answering the 
prayers of many that the "Lord 
of the harvest" would "send out 
workers into his harvest field" 
(Matt. 9:38). 
For a number of years it 
appeared that there was a declin-
ing interest in missions within 
the Canadian Conference, both 
in terms of financial and prayer 
support as well as personnel 
offering themselves for missions 
service. This "turnaround" will 
have a major impact on the 
health of our conference as we 
renew our commitment to the 
larger global community and 
open ourselves to receive God's 
blessing, sending our brothers 
and sisters "on their way in a 
manner worthy of God. It was 
for the sake of the Name that 
they went out" (3 John 6-7). 
Our vision statement talks 
about developing growing, disci-
pling, and sending congrega-
tions. But exactly where are we 
sending our missionaries? What 
will they do when they get 
there? 
The missionaries commis-
sioned on May 18 represent the 
large scope of ministry carried 
on by Brethren in Christ World 
Missions, from pastoral training 
and church planting to support 
ministries for missionaries and 
their families to compassionate 
service in medical ministry. 
Dr. Craig and Trish Hogg, 
along with their children Ryan, 
Alison, Graeme, and Kieran, 
have been assigned to serve at 
Macha Hospital in Zambia for a 
two-year term. 
Quinn Buck has been assigned 
to Zambia for two years as a 
tutor for the Hogg children. 
Isaac and Connie Flagg and 
The commissioning service at Heise Hill 
Canadian 
by Harold Albrecht 
their son Liam are being assigned 
to Mexico in a pastoral training 
role and development of the Bible 
Institute—after a year of lan-
guage study at Rio Grande Bible 
Institute in Texas. 
Melissa Johnston will be serv-
ing as a teacher at the Academia 
Cristiana Internacional de 
Caracas (ACIC) School in 
Caracas, Venezuela, after a year 
of language study at Rio Grande 
Bible Institute in Texas. 
Trevor and Sherry Main, along 
with their children Kyle and 
Christina, are being assigned to 
Venezuela in a pastoral training 
and church planting role after a 
year of language study at Rio 
Grande Bible Institute in Texas. 
Velma Brillinger was present-
ed with a cross-stitched plaque 
made by Missions Prayer Fellow-
For a number of years it 
appeared that there was a 
declining interest in missions 
within the Canadian 
Conference, both in terms of 
financial and prayer support 
as well as personnel offering 
themselves for missions 
service. This "turnaround" 
will have a major impact on 
the health of our conference 
as we renew our commitment 
to the larger global com-
munity and open ourselves 
to receive God's blessing. 
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Sermon titles.. 
Conference 
"Turnaround / / 
ship acknowledging her 24 
years of service with Brethren 
in Christ World Missions in 
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and 
Zambia. 
The Canadian Board for 
Ministry and Missions was 
well represented at the com-
missioning service. Pauline 
Nigh Hogan, chair of the 
board, introduced the mission-
aries, and the ritual of conse-
cration. Rev. Mike Anderson, 
host pastor and a member of 
the board, welcomed the 
assembled guests and did a 
superb job of caring for the 
myriad of logistical concerns 
associated with bringing a 
number of missionaries, their 
families, and congregations 
together. Rev. Gordon Gilmore 
led the call to worship, and 
Roger Massie led a section of 
the service which recognized 
the children of the missionaries 
and their unique contribution 
to ministry. I had the privilege 
of conducting the declaration 
charge and examination of the 
missionaries. 
Rev. Jack McClane, Execu-
tive Director of Brethren in 
Christ World Missions, gave a 
challenging message, remind-
ing us of the clear scriptural 
teaching that without Christ, 
people are lost and without 
hope. He then used Romans 15 
to outline the three ways we 
can preach the gospel—in per-
son (vv. 17-22), in gifts (v. 26), 
and in prayer (v. 30). He also 
led in a prayer of consecration 
for each missionary. 
The prayer of consecration 
was the highlight of the after-
noon as the family members, 
former missionaries, and all 
pastors were invited to the 
altar to surround the mission-
ary candidates. The entire front 
of the church was filled, with 
the center aisle congested over 
halfway to the rear of the sanc-
tuary! What a sight! ! My hope 
is that this kind of intercession 
will continue, as we are faithful 
in lifting our missionaries to 
God on a regular basis. Will 
you covenant to be part of the 
support team with your 
prayers? 
This group of eight mission-
aries, along with their families, 
is a big help in carrying on the 
work of the Lord of the har-
vest. But there is still much 
more to be done. Is God calling 
you to offer yourself with 
Brethren in Christ World Mis-
sions? There are urgent needs 
for a pastoral trainer in 
Malawi, a teacher for Sikalon-
go Bible Institute in Zambia, 
and many more. Please prayer-
fully consider what role God is 
calling you to occupy in his 
great work! 
Harold Albrecht is secretary of the 
Board for World Missions and chairs the 
General Conference Board. 
continued from page 11 
The son left a changed man. He 
had learned SOME TRUTHS ABOUT 
GOD by being with his father those 
last few minutes. But he knew there 
were STILL MORE TRUTHS 
ABOUT GOD that he had to discover. 
As he left the house he said to himself, 
"I BELIEVE IN THE FORGIVE-
NESS OF SINS, THE COMMUNION 
OF SAINTS, AND LIFE EVER-
LASTING. I am now the WOUNDED 
HEALER, for I have learned THE 
UNSEARCHABLE RICHES OF 
CHRIST." The son smiled as he 
walked away and said, "MY FATHER— 
MY ROLE MODEL. THIS HAS 
BEEN MY DAY OF ATONEMENT. I 
feel ABANDONED BUT 
REFRESHED. It is so wonderful that 
SALVATION— FREE AND FREE-
ING is something I have been looking 
for, for so long. I know life will not be 
easy, even from here on out, but 
MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCES PRE-
PARE US FOR THE VALLEYS, and 
I know I will not be alone, for LOV-
ING AND TRUSTING GOD will now 
be my top PRIORITIES. I know I 
must be careful not to fall into the 
temptation of LIVING TO PLEASE 
MY FATHER, for my salvation is per-
sonal and it is God I want to please." 
And so, this prodigal son went into 
the world, this time a changed man 
and CELEBRATING GOD'S LOVE. 
He was now willing to be persecuted 
for righteousness sake, for he had 
accepted GOD'S UNSPEAKABLE 
GIFT and GOD'S UNSPEAKABLE 
PROVISIONS. And now, with A 
RENEWED MIND, A SETTLED 
HEART, AND A SINGLE EYE, he 
went out CELEBRATING OUR 
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK FOR 
THE LORD. He knew he was 
PLEASING GOD, and that is all that 
mattered from here on out. He would 
be SERVING GOD— HANDS, 
VOICE, AND FEET, and in the mean-
time he would also be CLAIMING 
NEW TERRITORY. 
m 
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God at work in our world 
The Jesus film 
Rachel Kibler and her husband George 
are part of the missionary team in the 
Choma, Zambia, area. They consider 
the Cumberland Valley Brethren in 
Christ Church their home congregation. 
It is helpful to expect the unex-
pected. The Saturday we got home 
from Macha, a caravan of eight vehi-
cles came into our driveway in the 
afternoon. They carried a ministry 
team from South Africa which was 
coming to show the Jesus film in the 
Gwembe Valley. The leader had 
been here about two years ago and 
stayed in our guest house. Of the 
sixteen people on the team, only the 
leader and his wife had ever been 
out in the bush in this kind of min-
istry before. They had planned to go 
down to the valley, but needed to 
refuel their vehicles. Since the petrol 
pumps in Choma could not function 
due to lack of electricity that after-
noon, they had to camp here. 
The Nigerian Ambassador and his 
driver were already using our guest 
house, and with only two bathrooms 
available, there were lines waiting— 
but that was ok. Two weeks later, 
they stopped to give us a report of 
their time in the valley. They esti-
mated that they showed the film to 
about 13,000 people, with 6,000 
responding to the invitation to 
receive Christ or for prayer. We must 
keep in mind that most likely many 
of that group had responded some-
time before, but again, as the Word 
was preached, they responded. 
The Jesus film is about the life 
and crucifixion of Christ and it is 
now available in the Tonga lan-
guage. We actually have the film, 
too, and now that the rains are about 
over, we will be starting to go out in 
the rural areas to show it. This film 
has been translated into more than 
200 languages with tremendous 
results when it is shown. We have a 
projector and generator to take with 
us and will train a team to be pre-
pared to lead people to Christ at the 
close of the film. Our church planter 
will be part of the team. We are 
anticipating that God will use this 
ministry to bring many people to 
himself. Even before we came back 
to Zambia, we were concerned with 
how to reach the masses before the 
return of Christ. We believe this is 
one way to do it. 
A lost sheep 
found 
Bruce Bundy and his wife Merly have 
served in Madrid, Spain, as church 
planters since 1988. Their home congre-
gation is Mount Pleasant (Pa.). 
I met Vicky at Carabanchel jail 
about seven months ago. She was 
dressed in black, but then again, who 
isn't? She caught on really quickly 
to many of the songs and she sure 
enjoys singing. Vicky is the kind of 
girl who has problems, though. It 
isn't that she goes out looking for 
them. It's just that they find her, 
from how she got to jail to all the 
problems she had within. 
I first really noticed Vicky the 
morning she came to our house 
group meeting in the jail and 
thanked God for not letting her com-
mit suicide. After she had been put 
into solitary confinement, she called 
out to Jesus to save her from herself. 
That he did and her smile has grown 
bigger each week since. 
About two months ago Vicky 
asked Jesus into her heart. With tears 
in her eyes she asked him to forgive 
all of her past—the harm she had 
done to her mom, to cell mates, and 
to friends. She even forgave the girl 
who got her thrown into solitary 
confinement. In the meantime Vicky 
has finished a five-week discipleship 
course and we are about to start 
studying another, "Life in the King-
dom." Oh yes, and she wants to be 
baptized soon! 
Today Vicky had lunch with us. 
Yes, she's paid her time and now is 
ready to get on with a new life. I 
have never heard anyone repeat 
"what a wonderful and beautiful 
day" so many times. We are pleased 
that this young woman has changed. 
But the task is far from being done. 
There is the problem of many habits 
learned in jail, in a life of drugs, and 
in a broken home that must be bro-
ken and put behind. Vicky is doing 
well, but will really need your 
prayers. 
We thank Jesus that she will be in 
the house group on Thursday, and 
wants to be here on Sundays too. We 
thank God that she wants to get a 
real job for the first time in her life. 
We thank God for the opportunity to 
help one more lost sheep find its 
way home and experience "life to 
the fullest." 
Getting ready 
Curtis Book has been serving the Lord 
in Bogota, Colombia, since 1994. He 
and Leslie have also served in London, 
Zimbabwe, and Nicaragua. They are 
members of the Mount Rock Brethren in 
Christ Church. Curtis writes the follow-
ing as part of a letter to his family in 
Pa. 
This morning Omar, one of the 
fellows I have been working with for 
about two years in my teaching 
courses, preached. He did a super 
job. The theme was on sanctifica-
tion, entire commitment—giving 
God control over all areas of our 
life. God used him to speak to the 
congregation. One of the things that 
is so gratifying with the work here in 
Colombia is the high caliber of peo-
ple we work with. Ricardo, who is 
now the pastor coordinator, and 
Omar, who is working with me in 
the teaching ministry, are both uni-
versity graduates. Another thing 
which is gratifying about Omar is 
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his writing skills, which I envision 
in a few years can be a blessing to 
other churches in Latin America. 
Today there was a good atten-
dance at church—I suppose 180. 
The church was full. We haven't yet 
bought new chairs, but it is now nec-
essary. This coming Saturday we 
will have our dedication of the new 
church. Even though we have been 
in the present building for about six 
years, they have never had a dedica-
tion service, mostly because it was 
an older building that was fixed up 
bit by bit. But now that the new 
sanctuary is almost finished, and 
because Bob Geigers are soon to 
leave, we want to do this. 
Let me go into a little detail about 
where we are in the new sanctuary. 
At this point, we have been finishing 
the last projects as we have money; 
that's why we are not done yet. One 
of the last things to be done is 
putting the glass in the windows. It's 
not stained glass, but colored glass, 
and it is beautiful. The building now 
actually looks like a church, and that 
is important, especially in a Catholic 
country. But the thing we hope to 
have done before Saturday is to have 
the cement columns paneled in 
wood. We have ordered a good qual-
ity wood which is rather common, 
but not one usually made into tongue 
and grove which is what we want. 
So we had to special order it. It's 
meant to come Wednesday, so we'll 
see. The only major projects still 
unfinished are the false wall above 
Bob's office and the inside ceiling to 
cover the steel girders. But other 
than that, it's done. It really looks 
great and will be a great blessing to 
the church. (For related information 
about the dedication of the Niza IX 
church, see the article entitled: 
"Dedication Day, Niza IX Brethren 
in Christ Church.") S3 
Missionary Profile 
Neil received Christ as Savior at the age of 12 at summer camp and 
was baptized shortly afterward. Lisa accepted Christ as a child at Rox-
bury Camp Meeting and was baptized shortly afterward. 
As a junior in high school, Neil had his first experience of being 
involved in a service project. God began to work in his heart, giving 
him a deeper desire to be used in service for God. Then he did a short 
term missions project in Guatemala following graduation from high 
school. Lisa was exposed to missionary life at an early age because 
her parents were missionaries in Zambia. As she grew older, she 
began to develop a heart for mission work. She has done several short-
term service projects both inside and outside the US. Since their mar-
riage, they have been waiting for the right time to get involved in 
overseas missions. 
Neil graduated from Penn State Harrisburg with a degree in Com-
puter Information Systems. He was employed by the Museum of Sci-
entific Discovery.He has also taught clubs and was involved with the 
youth group at the Grantham Brethren in Christ Church. He enjoys 
hunting, fishing, and sports. 
Lisa graduated from Messiah College with a degree in Early Child-
hood Education. For four years she was employed by Oakwood Bap-
tist Day School where she taught pre-school. She also taught clubs 
and Sunday School at the Grantham Church. She enjoys reading and 
volleyball. 
Neil and Lisa anticipate serving in Zimbabwe for three years, Neil 
as a teacher of basic computer skills (along with some other comput-
er-related work) at the secondary schools and Lisa as a teacher of mis-
sionary children (MKs). They are keenly interested in the spiritual 
well-being of nationals as well as the MKs Lisa teaches. Their profes-
sional training and service is secondary to a spiritual ministry which is 
woven into their daily responsibilities. 
Neil's parents, John Weaver and Delores Short, both reside in 
Georgia. He has one older sister. Lisa's parents are David and Laona 
Brubaker, who reside in Mechanicsburg, PA. She has an older brother 
and sister who are both married. 
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Top left: Jim Brown, an electrician from Speedwell Heights congregation, 
who helped with the electrical installation. Center: The architect inspects the 
walls. Lower: The exterior of the building. Right: The congregation partici-
pates with joy, thanksgiving, and worship. 
The following letter and report was sent 
to the North America church 
on June 8,1997: 
Dear Friends, B ^ t L e n in Christ 
A 8 members of ̂ e ^ J ^ a m express our Church in Colombia, ^ J ' f ' u r participation in 
S gratitude to you f o r ^ u ^ D u r i n g the S e c o l s t r u c t i o n of our Banoto^y ^ ^ 
n e W ^ \ l e N^a K X r c n thanks you. 
participate m tne u 
Bogota, Colombia 
May 24 was a memorable day for us all, because it was the dedication of the first Brethren in Christ Church in 
Colombia. It was a time to remember all that 
God has done among us since the beginning of 
the work 12 years ago. First there was the sup-
port committee, composed of key evangelical 
leaders from other churches who gave counsel 
and support to the young missionary couple, 
Bob and Carol Geiger. Then there were those 
special people who became like foundational 
columns to the youngi.fledgling church. People 
like Martha Molina, vfho began to pray regular-
ly for the church longjlbefore she and her fami-
ly attended. People lille Sonia Valencia, who 
became one of our first members and now ten 
years later is pastor of our church in La Calza-
da. People like Carlos Eduardo and Diana, who 
were the first young people to really give them-
selves to the Lord and later, not only married 
each other, but also became our youth pastors. 
And it was a time to remember how the church 
started as a Bible study in an apartment in Niza 
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Niza 9 Brethren 
in Christ Church 
9 and then, when the group outgrew the apart-
ment, moved to a small store front nearby. We 
remembered that when the store front became 
too small, God miraculously provided the pres-
ent property at a very good price—property 
needing considerable improvements before it 
could begin to be an adequate worship center. 
But the dedication, more than remembering 
the obvious improvements to the building, was 
a time to reflect on the way the body of Christ 
had matured through trials, pain, and struggle. 
Almost everyone who came to the church, 
especially at the beginning, came through con-
version and then slow and many times painful 
growth. The church today and the leaders who 
guide her are a testimony to the changing 
power of the grace of God at work in the peo-
ple of the Niza 9 community. 
Then, what seemed like disaster struck on 
Sept. 9. An incredibly powerful hailstorm hit a 
very tiny section of the huge city of Bogota. As 
a result, the weak steel structure of our sanctu-
ary roof couldn't cope with the 8" blanket of 
hail that fell. But what seemed awful at first 
has turned into blessing. You see, our first 
sanctuary appeared hardly more than a glori-
fied factory. Now it actually looks and feels 
like a sanctuary—a place set apart for worship 
and the glory of God. But as our church dedi-
cation preacher so aptly told us, the only true 
church is the body of Christ, not the bricks and 
mortar. He reminded us of the words in the 
dedication ritual where we all promised "to 
give ourselves as a consecrated temple which is 
the spiritual service our heavenly Father 
desires." 
The dedication of the new and enlarged 
sanctuary of the Niza 9 church was a powerful 
testimony to each person present. It was a 
reminder that God builds his church. By his 
grace he is changing people's lives. God is 
building his church in Colombia. 
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Top left: Jim Brown, an electrician from Speedwell Heights congregation, 
who helped with the electrical installation. Center: The architect inspects the 
walls. Lower: The exterior of the building. Right: The congregation partici-
pates with joy, thanksgiving, and worship. 
The following letter and report was sent 
to the North America church 
on June 8,1997: 
Dear Friends, B ^ t L e n in Christ 
A 8 members of ̂ e ^ J ^ a m express our Church in Colombia, ^ J ' f ' u r participation in 
S gratitude to you f o r ^ u ^ D u r i n g the S e c o l s t r u c t i o n of our Banoto^y ^ ^ 
n e W ^ \ l e N^a K X r c n thanks you. 
participate m tne u 
Bogota, Colombia 
May 24 was a memorable day for us all, because it was the dedication of the first Brethren in Christ Church in 
Colombia. It was a time to remember all that 
God has done among us since the beginning of 
the work 12 years ago. First there was the sup-
port committee, composed of key evangelical 
leaders from other churches who gave counsel 
and support to the young missionary couple, 
Bob and Carol Geiger. Then there were those 
special people who became like foundational 
columns to the youngi.fledgling church. People 
like Martha Molina, vfho began to pray regular-
ly for the church longjlbefore she and her fami-
ly attended. People lille Sonia Valencia, who 
became one of our first members and now ten 
years later is pastor of our church in La Calza-
da. People like Carlos Eduardo and Diana, who 
were the first young people to really give them-
selves to the Lord and later, not only married 
each other, but also became our youth pastors. 
And it was a time to remember how the church 
started as a Bible study in an apartment in Niza 
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Niza 9 Brethren 
in Christ Church 
9 and then, when the group outgrew the apart-
ment, moved to a small store front nearby. We 
remembered that when the store front became 
too small, God miraculously provided the pres-
ent property at a very good price—property 
needing considerable improvements before it 
could begin to be an adequate worship center. 
But the dedication, more than remembering 
the obvious improvements to the building, was 
a time to reflect on the way the body of Christ 
had matured through trials, pain, and struggle. 
Almost everyone who came to the church, 
especially at the beginning, came through con-
version and then slow and many times painful 
growth. The church today and the leaders who 
guide her are a testimony to the changing 
power of the grace of God at work in the peo-
ple of the Niza 9 community. 
Then, what seemed like disaster struck on 
Sept. 9. An incredibly powerful hailstorm hit a 
very tiny section of the huge city of Bogota. As 
a result, the weak steel structure of our sanctu-
ary roof couldn't cope with the 8" blanket of 
hail that fell. But what seemed awful at first 
has turned into blessing. You see, our first 
sanctuary appeared hardly more than a glori-
fied factory. Now it actually looks and feels 
like a sanctuary—a place set apart for worship 
and the glory of God. But as our church dedi-
cation preacher so aptly told us, the only true 
church is the body of Christ, not the bricks and 
mortar. He reminded us of the words in the 
dedication ritual where we all promised "to 
give ourselves as a consecrated temple which is 
the spiritual service our heavenly Father 
desires." 
The dedication of the new and enlarged 
sanctuary of the Niza 9 church was a powerful 
testimony to each person present. It was a 
reminder that God builds his church. By his 
grace he is changing people's lives. God is 
building his church in Colombia. 
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(For additional background on the renovation of the 
Niza IX church, see "Getting Ready" in the Cod at Work 
section.) 
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Church 
News 
Notes of Congregational Activities in North America 
Allegheny Conference 
On June 1 Abe and Mi ldred 
Yoder shared about their experi-
ences at Youngways Guest House, 
Z i m b a b w e , wi th the A i r Hil l 
church, Chambersburg, Pa. • Single 
and widowed women of the Antrim 
church, Chambersburg, held an out-
ing at a Greencastle restaurant on 
June 21. VBS was June 23-28 on 
the theme "Adventure Fair: God's 
Kids in Action." • On June 15 the 
chi ldren of the C h a m b e r s b u r g 
church presented the musical about 
Gideon, "Zeroes into Heroes." Mau-
rice Bender began as interim preach-
ing pastor on June 1. • "Put On the 
Full Armor of God" was the VBS 
theme June 9-13 at the Fairview 
Ave. church, Waynesboro, Pa. • 
June 8 at the Five Forks church, 
Waynesboro, saw the first meeting 
of the Inner-Reach Recovery small 
g r o u p f o r p e o p l e d e a l i n g wi th 
depression and anxiety disorders. 
Proceeds f rom a June 14 pig 
roast and car wash by the Hollowell 
church, Waynesboro, went for mis-
sions. "Sonrise Balloon Adventure" 
was the June 16-20 VBS theme. • 
New Light from Messiah College 
gave a June 21 concert at the Mar-
t insburg. Pa., church. Average 
attendance at the June 23-27 VBS 
was 64. • Men and boys from the 
Mt. Rock congregation, Shippens-
burg, Pa., enjoyed a father-son out-
ing at Roxbury Camp on June 21. • 
John Hawbaker and H. Frank Kipe 
were guests for the June 8 dedica-
tion of the new, debt-free fellowship 
hall of the Mt. Tabor church, Mer-
cersburg. Pa. Attendance was 135. 
• Harold Yeager was guest speaker 
June 21 for a carry-in meal and fam-
ily night at the South Mountain 
church, Shippensburg. 
Atlantic Conference 
Former mayor and now under-
secretary of the U.S. Dept. of Edu-
cation, Wilson Goode, was speaker 
June 1 for the Circle of Hope con-
gregation, Philadelphia, Pa. • The 
Cross Roads church, Mount Joy, 
Pa., participated in the June 7 com-
munity distribution of the "Jesus" 
video. • The Elizabethtown, Pa., 
congregation received 26 new mem-
bers on June 28. • John Yeatts 
spoke June 1 to the Fairiand con-
gregat ion, Cleona, Pa., on "The 
Church of Tomorrow." • Attenders 
of the July 7-11 "Meadows Myster-
ies" VBS at the Free Grace church, 
Millersburg, Pa., visited such places 
as "ant area" and "spider spot" to 
investigate God's love and solve the 
mystery of salvation. 
The Hempfield congregation, 
Lancaster, Pa., met June 8 at the 
Landisville Campground and saw 
"The Golden Book Friends," which 
emphasized the importance of rela-
t i onsh ips . • W e s He ide l wil l 
become the director of music min-
istries at the Lancaster, Pa., church 
in September. • The youth of the 
Millersville, Pa., church planned an 
Aug. 3-6 trip to Philadelphia to stay 
on the Messiah College campus and 
work at soup kitchens and crisis cen-
ters. • Six persons were baptized 
June 28 into the fellowship of the 
Mt. Pleasant church. Mount Joy. • 
On June 22 The BASICS (Brothers 
and Sisters in Christ Singers) led morn-
ing worship for the New Covenant 
congregation, Quakertown, Pa. 
"Sonrise Balloon Adventure" 
was the theme of the June 23-27 
VBS at the New Hope church, Har-
risburg, Pa. • On June 22 the Chris-
tian motorcycle group, Glory Road 
Riders, visited and gave cycle rides 
at the New Joy church, Akron, Pa. 
• The Palmyra. Pa., congregation 
planned a picnic for July 20 and a 
concert July 27 by The New Cre-
ations. • On June 14, 31 youth and 
adults f rom the Pequea church, 
Lancaster, left for California for a 
week of work with MDS repairing 
flood-damaged homes. • On June 1 
and 8, after the services, the Refton, 
Pa., church held a Christian educa-
tion "volunteer fair" during which 
coordinators gave job descriptions 
for various areas needing helpers. 
On June 22 Charlie Artz led the 
combined Sunday school classes of 
the Skyline View church, Harris-
burg, in a study of "Do Not Worry," 
then Bill and Nancy Hoke were mis-
sions speakers in the service. • 
Twenty youth and adults for the 
Speedwell Heights church, Lititz, 
Pa., attended the five-day Creation 
Music Fest ival . • The Summit 
View congregation, New Holland, 
Pa., held a Sunday-in-the-park day 
July 13 at Welsh Mountain Park 
with worship, a meal, games, and 
bluegrass music. 
Canadian Conference 
A June 15 celebration of build-
ing debt f r e e d o m at the Bert ie 
church, Stevensville, Ont., included 
speaker Greg Funk in the morning 
and the Gracious Submission music 
group in the evening. • One person 
was baptized May 25 into the fel-
lowship of the Bridlewood church. 
Agincourt, Ont. A Canada Day out-
door service and hotdog lunch were 
June 29. • June 19 was the annual 
w o m e n ' s p icn ic fo r the C r o s s 
Roads Memorial church, Guelph, 
Ont. • Sixteen children of the Heise 
Hil l c h u r c h , G o r m l e y , Ont . , 
received awards June 15 for Camp 
Kahquah scholarships. The Jr. Choir 
presented "Toys and Treasures" 
June 8. 
On June 8 Isaac and Connie 
Flagg spoke to the Houghton con-
gregation, Langton, Ont., as they 
prepared to leave for service in 
South America. • The Kindersley, 
Sask., church planned a youth cam-
pout for June 14-15 and a men ' s 
fishing trip for June 20-22. • John 
and Ethel Sider spoke about India 
on July 6 to the Oak Ridges, Ont., 
church. •> The men and boys of the 
O r c h a r d Creek c h u r c h , St. 
Catharines, Ont., enjoyed a night of 
floor hockey June 13. The Moms 
and Tots closing banquet was June 
17. 
A Father ' s Day breakfast for 
men and boys was June 15 at the 
Port Colborne. Ont., church. • In 
June the Ridgemount congregation, 
Hamilton. Ont., used the Network 
program to help members find their 
ministry place. • Kier Hammer was 
guest speaker throughout June for 
the Rosebank church, Petersburg, 
Ont. The youth planned a trip to a 
Blue Jays game June 21. • The 
annual s t rawberry social of the 
Sherkston. Ont., church was June 
22. • A dozen men of the Spring-
vale. Ont. , church brought back 
powerful testimonies from the June 
14 Promise Keepers rally in Hamil-
ton. • The Wainfleet, Ont., church 
welcomed 15 new members on June 
1. • Three persons were baptized 
June 8 at the Westheights church, 
Kitchener, Ont. Darrell Winger was 
guest speaker June 22 for the 10th 
anniversary celebration. 
Central Conference 
The Christian Union congrega-
tion, Garrett, Ind., had their church 
picnic June 22 at the parsonage. • 
The Fairview congregation, Engle-
wood, Ohio, hosted denominational 
quiz finals June 28-30. • One per-
son was baptized June 1 into the fel-
lowship of the Highland church, 
West Milton, Ohio. Fifteen youth 
and adults raised $2,180 for a July 
trip to Mexico. • The Lakeview 
congregat ion, Goodr ich , Mich. , 
hosted Central Confe rence quiz 
f inals , which culminated with a 
youth hayride. "Marketp lace : A 
Bible Times Experience" was VBS 
July 14-18. 
Julie Nevel, musician from Har-
risburg, Pa., led worship June 22 for 
Board meetings are held at Grantham, Pa., 
unless otherwise noted. For more information, 
contact the denominational office, P.O. Box 290, 













Fall Semester begins—Messiah College 
Messiah Village Fall Festival— 
Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
Messiah College Board of Trustees 
Messiah College Homecoming—Grantham, 
Pa. 
Commission on Ministry and Doctrine 
Conference on the Church and Culture— 
Messiah College 
Leadership Council 
Pastors and Spouses Orientation 
Dec. 19 Messiah College Fall Semester ends 
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the Mooretown congregation, San-
dusky, Mich. • Missionaries Steve 
and Chris Newcomer from Zimbab-
we spoke June 29 to the Northgate 
c o n g r e g a t i o n , T ipp Ci ty , Ohio. 
VBS, June 23-27 ended with a cook-
out for the families of the 44 attend-
ing ch i ld ren . • A f i r s t -Sunday 
Communion service was the June 
highlight fo r the Pleasant Hill, 
Ohio, congregation. • The Sippo 
Valley church, Massi l lon, Ohio, 
hosted a northern Ohio hymn sing 
on June 29. • On June 15 Bishop 
Byers visited the Wooster, Ohio, 
congregation, preaching on "Condi-
tions for the Climb." 
Midwest Conference 
The B e t h a n y c o n g r e g a t i o n , 
Thomas, Okla., welcomed six new 
members on June 8. The annual 
"Harvest R&R" on June 22 featured 
the film "Repeat Performance." • 
June 1 was the first Sunday for inter-
im pastor Larry Olson and family at 
the Oak Park church, Des Moines, 
Iowa. • Lyle and Linda Blackketter 
of the Red Star church, Leedey, 
Okla., were sponsors for 11 teens 
f r o m three Midwes t s ta tes who 
recently helped build a church in 
Victoria, Mexico. • On June 7 the 
youth of the Rosebank church , 
Hope. Kan., hosted a talent show 
and pie and ice cream social as a 
camp fund raiser. Eight men attend-
ed the Promise Keepers rally in 
Kansas City May 30-31. • In June, 
the Zion church, Abilene, Kan., 
hos t ed the j o i n t f i f t h S u n d a y 
evening service with Crosswise, a 
choir from Tabor College. 
Pacific Conference 
Guest speakers in June at the 
Pacific Highway church, Salem, 
Ore. , were Max Morgan , Frank 
Haskins , Denny Conan t , David 
Weinert, and Denny Sanders. • On 
June 29 the Chancel Choir of the 
Upland, Calif., church presented 
"We Are America." "Sonrise Bal-
loon A d v e n t u r e " was the V B S 
theme June 16-20. • Member of the 
Walnut. Calif., church, Mimi Sar-
real, left for the Philippines June 14 
to help establish a Christian radio 
station in conjunction with Far East 
Broadcasting. 
Southeast Conference 
On June 16 the women of the 
H i g h l a n d Park c o n g r e g a t i o n , 
Dublin, Va., began meeting every 
Monday night to make crafts for the 
Lord ' s Acre Sale. • On June 22 
Kevin King from MCC, Akron, Pa., 
was guest speaker for the Holden 
Park congregation, Orlando, Fla. • 
The June 9-13 VBS theme at the 
Millerfield church, Columbia, Ky., 
was "Circle of Friends Ranch: Being 
Friends with Jesus." The congrega-
tion enjoyed a concert June 17 by a 
quartet from God's Bible School in 
Cincinnati. On June 1 the church's 
quiz team placed first in an interde-
nominational match of five teams 
from Adair Co. 
Susquehanna Conference 
The Schwartz Family Singers 
from Florida were in concert June 1 
at the Big Valley church, Belleville, 
Pa. Seven men of the church attend-
ed the Promise Keepers rally in 
Washington, D.C.. in June. • The 
summer sermons at the Carlisle, 
Pa., church were on "What Does the 
Bible Say About...?" • The Golden 
Agers of the Cedar Grove church, 
Mifflintown, Pa., hosted an evening 
of information recently on preretire-
ment planning with Pauline Allison, 
execut ive director of Brookl ine 
Manor and Retirement Village. • 
On June 16-20, 50 children were 
urged during VBS to recognize the 
impor tance of sharing the good 
news with f r iends at the Cedar 
Heights church, Mill Hall, Pa. 
More than 100 people turned out 
for the first summer DERF get-
together hosted by the Dillsburg. 
Pa., church to hear Steve and Bonnie 
Westberry speak about Teens in 
Missionary Service (TIMS). • The 
Freemans from Tennessee minis-
tered in the June 8 service of the 
Fairview church, New Cumberland, 
Pa. Marcus Yeatts spent a week of 
his summer internship program at 
the church. • Summer children's 
p rograms at the Gran tham, Pa., 
church included VBS June 16-18 on 
"Bible Times Vi l lage"; June 24 
sports camp; and July 8-9 music 
camp with David Gonzal. 
Bishop Hawbaker led an open 
forum June 15 for the Locust Grove 
church, York, Pa. • The July 28-31 
s u m m e r f u n k i d s ' days at the 
Mechanicsburg, Pa., church were 
centered on the theme "Building a 
House of Faith." • The Messiah 
Village church. Mechanicsburg, had 
a three-Sunday emphasis on father-
ing in June. Farewells for Robert 
Lehman and Martha Lady were on 
June 13. On June 23 Janet Peifer 
became associate pastor. • Paul and 
Audrey Eberhard brought the mes-
sage June 22 to the Redland Valley 
congregation, York Haven. Pa. • 
On Children's Day, June 8, at the 
West Shore church. Mechanics-
burg , Andy Cr ider spoke about 




Selected f rom the a r c h i v e s of the EVANGELICAL VISITOR 
1 0 0 Y e a r s A g o 
August 1, 1987—Editor H. N. Engle , 
in uns igned c o m m e n t s , ref lects on the 
increased interest in miss ions . "That a 
reformation on these l ines is needed, no 
o n e wi l l try to deny. . . . Neverthe less , dear brethren and sis-
ters, let us not stop at a partial reform. A fearful danger is 
be fore us and serious d i f f icul t ies stare us in the face. . . . W e 
praise G o d because s o m e o f our Elders, Ministers, and Mis -
s ion workers are see ing the a w f u l b o n d a g e to w h i c h w e 
h a v e b e e n e n s l a v e d by the l o v e o f m o n e y , h o u s e s and 
homes , acres and herds, kindred connect ions and social ties, 
and by the narrowness o f church and ecc les iast ica l l ines. . . . 
H o w many have forsaken all to f o l l o w Jesus? H o w m a n y 
have sunken t h e m s e l v e s into the arms o f G o d for an eternal 
service to Him?" 
7 5 Y e a r s Ago 
August 7, 7 9 2 2 — T . A . Long, f rom Mi l l Hall , Pa., wrote 
o f comple t ion of a b o o k he had been working on for 2 0 
years "for the uplift, encouragement , and educat ion, spiri-
tually, o f all such w h o may read the same." H e cont inued, 
"The various subjects treated are as f o l l o w s : Born o f God; 
The Church as the True Undershepherd; the Uni ty of the 
B o d y of Christ; Hones ty the Bes t Po l icy; War spirit con-
trasted; Eternal Li fe; Hel l ; The Auto , its U s e s and A b u s e s ; 
T i th ing or O f f e r i n g as G o d proposed; G i f t o f T o n g u e s ; 
Repudiat ing Debts; Sanct i fy; Dress; Bankrupt L a w a Scan-
dal to the Church; Bearing Burdens; Welfare;. . . G o d ' s Chil-
dren cannot Fail in Bus iness ; T w o Classes . . . ." 
A l s o in August , the first i ssue o f the "Orphanage Sup-
plement" to the Evangelical Visitor appeared with the pur-
p o s e o f " c r e a t i n g ] a greater interest in the noble work o f 
caring for the needy, and to c o n s e r v e the space formerly 
used in the Visitor, for Orphanage and H o m e reports, for 
other reading matter." The e ight-page supplement contained 
reports f r o m M e s s i a h H o m e (Harr i sburg , Pa . ) , J a b b o k 
Orphanage ( T h o m a s , Okla. ) , M e s s i a h Orphanage (Gran-
tham, Pa.), at Mt. Carmel Orphanage (Morrison, 111.) 
5 0 Y e a r s Ago 
August 11, 1947—In the first issue of the Visitor to be 
edited by John N. Hostetter, an article entitled "Talkative-
ness" l isted three ev i l e f f e c t s o f e x c e s s i v e talk: "First, it 
dissipates the spiritual power. The thought and fee l ing of the 
soul are like p o w d e r and s t e a m — t h e more they are con-
densed , the greater their power . S e c o n d , it is a was te o f 
time. If the hours spent in use less conversation were spent in 
deep prayer or deep reading, w e w o u l d soon reach a reg ion 
of soul l i fe and d iv ine peace b e y o n d our present dreams. 
Third , l o q u a c i t y i n e v i t a b l y l e a d s to s a y i n g u n w i s e , or 
unpleasant, or unprofitable things. In re l ig ious conversa-
tion w e soon churn up all the cream our souls have in them, 
and the rest o f our talk is all pale sk im milk, until w e get 
a lone with G o d and f e e d on H i s green pasture until the 
cream rises again." 
continued on page 21 
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Total to Date 1.269.059 1.190.093 160.549 153.560 
Total Budget 3.877.632 3.781.056 400.000* 472.000 
Received to Date 32.7% 31.4% 40.2% 32.6% 
Notes: *Canadian Conference total budget does not include designated or direct giving. 
**Individual Direct Giving to Agencies-figures not available. 
In 1972 I met two important people in my life. One of them I met in my college eco-
nomics class; he was my professor. The other I became acquainted with in my ecology 
class; she was the young woman sitting in the seat in front of me. That semester I compre-
hended more in economics class,but experienced more in ecology class. Two years later the 
young woman became my wife. 
In 1982 I attended a conference and one presenter was, you guessed it, my economics 
professor. He talked about making investments in the kingdom of God. For a short while he 
allowed us into the privacy of his personal life and shared how he had begun investing 
money that his children would distribute long after his death. On that day my heart was 
warmed by an ember that would be unnoticed for the next 13 years. 
In 1992 my family and I traveled to Zimbabwe and Zambia. Upon returning home my 
wife shared these words with the Skyline View congregation: "To describe these places by 
slides is difficult without the dirt, odor, and lack of what the staff works with. It's amazing 
what can be done under simple circumstances. There is building going on in the 
clinics and hospitals but so much more is needed. We walked through men's and 
women's wards and TB wards, saw premature babies with their mothers and found 
out the next day that the babies had died during the night. What beautiful smiles despite 
loss of family through famine and disease. At one hospital, wrists of children are measured 
to see if they are small enough to be on a feeding program." 
"In one of the villages we visited with an 82-year-old man. Beside telling us stories, 
this man taught us the greatest lesson that we would learn in Africa. The evening before we 
visited, he had eight of his eleven cows stolen. Yet out of his poverty he turned around and 
gifted us with one of his chickens. We realized that we had so much to learn about giving, 
not only in times of abundance but also when supplies are limited." 
Seven months later my wife was diagnosed with breast cancer. 
On a memorable morning in late September 1995,1 sat on the edge of my bed and 
held the last lengthy conversation with my wife, Roberta. Our conversation gently turned 
toward a discussion of her wishes for her funeral services and final arrangements. She had 
reached forty-four years of life and knew her days were drawing quickly to a close. Every 
cell of my body rejected the raw details, but nothing we ever talked about before was more 
appropriate. 
Roberta moved the conversation toward a specific wish on her part. She had loved 
flowers, but held a firm opinion that she preferred a memorial fund be set up rather than 
receiving a short-lived expression of natural beauty. 
What happened next brings tears to my eyes every time I think of it. I asked her if she 
had given any thought to what the memorial fund would be used for. Without missing a 
beat, she said, "to help the children of Africa." I had watched Roberta give so much in life 
and now, even in death, she was laying up treasures in heaven. 
It was the next day that I began to feel the effects of the gentle air from God's bellows 
fanning into flame the ember placed in my heart in 1982. A story that had lain dormant for 
13 years was about to ignite. You see, with wise investment and personal commitment, 
Roberta's memorial fund will outlast her. Every year of our 
daughters' lives they will distribute money for a children's proj-
ect in Zimbabwe in honor of their mother. And if it should be 
that grandchildren become part of her legacy, they as well, 
without ever knowing Roberta, will know what was important 
to her. 
I made a strange discovery when I saw the cemetery lay-
out where my wife is buried. She is buried next to the plot 
owned by, you guessed it, my economics professor, Don Zook. 
God is faithful in his sovereignty in placing embers in your 
heart that may only ignite five, ten. twenty, even fifty years into 
the future. But ignite they will. My prayer is that your heart 






















0 0 * * 
John Reitz is pastor of the Skyline View Brethren in Christ Church 
in Harrisburg, Pa. (See the February 1997 Evangelical Visitor for 
another article by Pastor Reitz regarding his wife Roberta.) 




Bachman: Caitlin Ashley, June 
4; Brian and Jodi (Rineer) Bachman, 
Pequea congregation, Pa. 
Dean: Brianna Robin-Marie, 
May 21; Brian and Lynn (Naylor) 
Dean. Wainfleet congregation, Ont. 
Fehr: Riley Dimitir David, May 
10; Dav in and Jack ie Fehr , 
Houghton congregation, Ont. 
Hernandez -Mart in : Daniel 
Laban, June 23; Ricardo and Karen 
(Martin) Hernandez, Chambersburg 
congregation, Pa. 
Hongell: Brady James, June 11; 
Stephanie Hongell, Five Forks con-
gregation, Pa. 
Hobbs: James Paul, May 27; 
David and Louise (Robins) Hobbs, 
Wainfleet congregation, Ont. 
Lee: Kiana, June 6; Tim and 
Mimi Lee, Westheights congrega-
tion, Ont. 
Rotz: Zachary Jason, May 30; 
Jason and Rebecca Rotz, Mt. Rock 
congregation, Pa. 
Shover: Lilly Amber, June 5; 
Lonnie and Jamie (Rohrer) Shover, 
Grantham congregation. Pa. 
S h o w a l t e r : John Danie l 
Edward, June 11; Ronald and Laura 
(Freeman) Showalter, Bethany con-
gregation, Okla. 
Sider: Karley Grace, May 13; 
Steve and Karen Sider, Riverside 
Chapel congregation, Ont. 
Smith: Brady Curtis, June 12; 
Todd and Sharon (Besecker) Smith, 
Five Forks congregation, Pa. 
Stambaugh: Dnae Ame-Lynne, 
May 14; Mer l in and Roxane 
(Yoder) Stambaugh, Winchester 
congregation, Va. 
Weddings 
Christophel - Waite: Nicolee 
Darlene, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard Waite, Saltillo, Pa., and 
Dwayne Ray, son of Samuel and 
Jane Christophel, Chambersburg, 
Pa., June 14, at Independent Baptist 
Church with Rev. Thomas Maurer 
and Rev. Charles L. Lehman offici-
ating. 
M a r t i n - W e n g e r : Den i se 
Marie, daughter of Carl and Susanne 
Wenger, Pleasant Hall, Pa., and 
Donald Lynn, son of Donald and 
Verna Martin, Chambersburg, Pa., 
April 26, at Chambersburg Brethren 
in Christ Church with Rev. David 
Erisman officiating. 
Rouzer - Adkins: Donna R. 
Adkins, Fort Loudon, Pa., and S. 
Larry Rouzer Jr., Fort Loudon, June 
21, at West Side Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Char les L. 
Lehman officiating. 
Taylor - McCarthy: Patricia 
Mary, daughter of the late Edward 
McCarthy and Mrs. Patricia Paster-
nak, Daytona Beach , Fla. , and 
Bradley Wayne, son of Wilbur and 
July Taylor, Mifflintown, Pa., June 
21, at Cedar Grove Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. James H. 
Taylor officiating. 
Trusz - Tuy: Khom Tuy, foster 
daughter of Wade and Dorothy 
Groff, Lancaster, Pa., and Gary A. 
Trusz, stepson of Francis Rosana, 
State Col lege , Pa. , June 14, at 
Manor Brethren in Christ Church 
with Rev. Robert L. Sheetz officiat-
ing. 
Obituaries 
Book: Helen C. Book, 76, of 
Oakton, Va., died June 7. Surviving 
are her husband, Ethan G. Book Sr.; 
two sons, Arnold and Ethan Jr.; a 
daughter, Carol Fraser; eight grand-
children; one great-grandchild; and a 
sister, Betty C. Hoffman. Helen was 
a graduate of Messiah College, a 
piano teacher, and church organist. 
Memorial services were held at the 
Grantham, Pa., church with Rev. 
Richard Long officiating. Interment 
was in Air Hill Cemetery. 
Brubaker: Rhoda E. Brubaker, 
born Sept. 15, 1906, in Mt. Joy, Pa., 
daughter of Andrew H. and Anna 
M. Zercher, died May 23. She was 
preceded in death by her husband, 
Jacob G. Brubaker. Surviving are 
two sisters, Anna Ruth Hoover and 
Erla Z. Stump; and two brothers, 
Jacob E. and Ray M. Zercher. Merle 
E. Brubaker, a nephew, and John I. 
Martin, unrelated, lived with and 
cared for the Brubakers virtually as 
sons on their farm at Manheim and 
later in California. Rhoda was a 
Sunday school teacher, a supporter 
of missions, and for more than 50 
years a member of the the Upland, 
Calif., church. Dr. Marion Heisey 
conducted the funeral at Messiah 
Village, assisted by Dr. J. Randall 
Zercher, Rev. Martha L. Lady, and 
Rev. J. Robert Lehman. Rev. Robert 
W. Hempy led a service and inter-
ment was made at Bellevue Mau-
soleum, Calif. 
B u r k h o l d e r : Danie l G. 
Burkholder, born Apr. 25, 1902, son 
of Joseph and Esther Ann Groff 
Burkholder, died May 17. His wife, 
Lissian, preceded him in death. Sur-
viving is a sister, Josephine High. 
Daniel had been a resident at Mes-
siah Village since 1981. He was a 
member of the Messiah Village 
church where the funeral service 
was held with Rev. J. Rober t 
Lehman and Rev. C. Ronald Bur-
gard officiating. Interment was in 
Rolling Green Cemetery. 
Hoover: Daniel L. Hoover, born 
Apr. 27, 1924, in Montgomery 
County, Ohio, son of Irvin and 
Martha Hoover, died May 4. Sur-
viving are his wife, Marian (Cook); 
three children, Janet A. Glenn, Phyl-
lis A. Kendall, and Wendell L.; 
seven grandchildren; and three sib-
lings, David Ray, Herbert J., and 
Char lo t te Espanshade . He had 
taught at New Oxford High School, 
Messiah College, and Redland High 
School. Daniel was a member of the 
Dillsburg church, Pa., where the 
funeral was held with Rev. Robert 
Lehman and Rev. James Spurrier 
officiating. Interment was in Christ 
Lutheran Church Cemetery. 
Tribute 
Daniel Hoover loved the Lord, 
E.V. Timelines (continued from page 19) 
25 Years Ago 
August 10, 1972—Reflecting on the 1972 General Con-
ference, Editor John E. Zercher noted, "We are geographi-
cally scattered as a people. Nearly 3,000 miles separate the 
most distant congregations East and West. Nearly 2,000 
miles and a national boundary separate us North and South. 
More than miles are involved. Different areas of the church 
approach life and situations differently—some are aggres-
sive, others are cautious. Some are traditional, others are 
contemporary. Some find significance in our historic dis-
tinctives, others see the future calling for identification with 
the broader stream of evangelicalism. Some see structure 
and institutions as a hindrance and a weight, others see 
these as necessary to conserve the work of the Spirit.... 
"For a generation the things we have done together have 
bound us together. The emphasis has been upon our com-
mon task rather than a common theology. For the long pull 
it will take more than a common task to hold a group togeth-
er. For one's task is ultimately determined by one's theolo-
gy.... Our understanding of brotherhood and our under-
standing of the lordship of Christ will have a crucial effect 
on our understanding of the ministry and our mission as a 
church." 
10 Years Ago 
August 1987—The August issue celebrated the 100th 
anniversary of the magazine, featuring an article by Nancy 
Heisey surveying themes and trends during the magazine's 
history, and an article by E. Morris Sider highlighting the 10 
editors who have been responsible for its production. Heisey 
concluded her article with these observations: "The meaning 
of being part of the Brethren in Christ has changed over 100 
years. As at its inception, throughout its history the Visitor 
has at times led that process of change. At other times it has 
reflected movement within the church, or even sought to 
stem the tide of change. During the Visitor's first century, 
the magazine has not always encouraged the participation of 
every group within the church. Occasionally its gestures 
toward some have been uncertain or unsustained. In seeking 
a path for the next century, the Visitor can do no better than 
continue its steps toward becoming a periodical defined by 
the fullest participation of all those who have reason to sub-
scribe." 
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Conference on the 
Church and Culture 
to be held on the campus of 
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa. 
O c t o b e r 3 1 — N o v e m b e r 1 
Friday morning (S. Lane Hostetter, chair) 
Registration 
"Gospel, Church, and Culture": Donald Kraybill 
"The Brethren in Christ and Culture: Changes and 
Dilemmas": Morris Sider 
Response to Kraybill and Sider: Kenneth Hoke 
Discussion 
"Three Views on the Christian and Culture": Myron 
Dietz; Steve Sider; Dorcas Steckbeck 
Response: Gerald Tyrrell 
Discussion 
Friday Afternoon (Lester Fretz, chair) 
"Insights Into Culture": Paul Hiebert 
Response to Hiebert: David Hall 
Discussion 
"Case Studies in Contemporary North American 
Cultures": Rodney and Gwen White; Terry and 
Carol Ann Friesen; Perry Engle 
Response to Whites, Friesens, and Engle: George 
Kimber 
Discussion 
Friday Evening (Esther Spurrier, chair) 
"Insights Into Culture": Paul Hiebert 
Response: Arthur Climenhaga 
"Experiencing Other Cultures": David Miller (Que-
bec/French culture); Wilmer Heisey (Tinguian 
culture [Philippines]) 
Response: John Brubaker 
Discussion 
Saturday Morning (John Hawbaker, chair) 
"The Brethren in Christ and the Evangelical 
Culture": Arlene Miller 
"Learning from Other Cultures": Eduardo Llanes 
(Cuban/Spanish American); Ernie Francisco 
(Navajo); Morris DuBose (African American) 
Response: Costandy Saba 
Discussion 
"Culture and the Church: Implications for the 
Future": Harvey Sider 
Response to Miller and Sider: Donald Shafer 
Discussion 
Findings Committee Report (John A. Brubaker, 
chair; Lou Astuto; Brenda Doyle: Eugene 
Wingert) 
loved the Word of God, and served 
God faithfully in Christian ministry. 
As a student at Messiah College, 
Dan was involved in conducting 
evangelistic tent meetings in the 
Grantham area. He was ordained to 
the ministry in Kentucky in 1952. 
Daniel was a pastor in the Breth-
ren in Christ Church for 36 years, 
from 1952 to 1988, serving in Ken-
tucky under the Home Mission 
Board; at Morning Hour Chapel, 
M a r t i n s b u r g , D i l l sbu rg , and 
Mechanicsburg in Pennsylvania.; 
and at Holden Park in Florida. In his 
ministry Dan strongly emphasized 
the Word of God. He encouraged 
people to read the Bible for them-
selves, and as pastor he gave careful 
attention to preaching and teaching 
the Bible. 
He was deeply interested in the 
inner city and cultivated a close 
friendship with a pastor in Philadel-
phia. 
We thank God for the life and 
ministry of Daniel Hoover. 
John B. Hawbaker, Bishop 
Allegheny Conference 
Lambert: Viola Mae Lambert, 
born Apr. 6, 1907, at Niagara on the 
Lake, Ontario, died May 9. Preced-
ing her in death were her husband, 
Ambrose Lambert; four brothers; 
and two sisters. Surviving are a 
d a u g h t e r , Faye S t e p h e n s ; f o u r 
grandchildren; and two great-grand-
children. Mrs. Lambert was a faith-
ful member of the Wainfleet church, 
Ont., and enjoyed regular visits from 
friends who carried out the tape 
ministry. The funeral was held at 
Ballard/McDonald Home with Rev. 
Charles Mashinter officiating. Inter-
ment was in Zion Cemetery. 
Meyer: Florence F. Meyer, born 
Mar. 28, 1916, daughter of Albert 
and Annie Gibble Faus, died May 
20. Her husband, Arnold Meyer, 
preceded her in death. Surviving are 
three stepchildren, Delbert, Vernon, 
and Dale; and five sisters, Nora 
Herr, Bertha Myer, Esther White, 
Ruth Wolgemuth, and Verna Gin-
der. Florence was a resident at Mes-
siah Village since 1990, and a mem-
ber of the church there. She had 
served in the home missions of the 
Brethren in Christ Church. The 
memorial service was held at the 
Mastersonville church, Pa., with 
Rev. C. Ronald Burgard officiating. 
Interment was in the church ceme-
tery. 
Neumann: Millie E. Neumann, 
born Aug. 13, 1914, in McVeytown, 
Pa., daughter of John H. and Lola G. 
Rhodes Murfin, died May 30. Her 
husband, Charles J. Neumann, pre-
ceded her in death. Surviving are a 
son, Harold C.; a daughter, Doris E. 
Trost; seven grandchildren; and four 
sisters, Harriet Smith. Janet Gillam, 
Frances Clark, and Viola Eaton. 
Millie was reared by the late Bishop 
Jacob K. B o w e r s and M a r t h a 
D i e s i n g e r B o w e r s . She was 
employed as secre tary at Jacob 
Bowers, Inc., and was very active 
in the church. She was a member of 
the Perkiomen Valley church, Pa., 
where the service was held with 
Rev. David Croxford and Rev. Fred 
Geib officiating. Interment was in 
the church cemetery. 
Rosenberger: Katie L. Rosen-
berger, born June 8, 1906, daughter 
of Henry F. and Jennie K. Landis 
Rosenberger, died May 17. Preced-
ing her in death were three sisters, 
Emma, Martha, and Mary Freed; 
and a brother, Norman. Surviving 
are two sisters, Elizabeth Gilmore 
and Ida Flewelling; and two step-
brothers, Paul and Isaiah Harley. 
Katie had resided at Messiah Vil-
lage since 1987. She was a retired 
registered nurse and had served as 
nurse at Messiah College and Mes-
siah Home, missions points in Ken-
tucky, private duty, and several 
years at the Salvation Army Hospi-
tal in Cincinnati. She was a member 
of the Messiah Village church. The 
funeral service was at the Souder-
ton. Pa., church with Rev. Kevin 
Ryan officiating. Interment was in 
the Silverdale cemetery. 
Traver: Jacob Alvin Traver, 
born Oct. 7, 1909, in Wainfleet , 
Ont., died May 19. Preceding him in 
dea th were his w i v e s , Haze l 
(Vaughan) and Evelyn (Winger 
Bosser t ) ; two daughters , Marie 
Traver and Edith Moore ; and a 
brother, William. Surviving are 2 
daughters, Irene Sider and Viola 
Wil l iams; 10 grandchi ldren; 18 
great-grandchildren; a sister, Flo-
rence Vaughan; and a son-in-law. 
Jacob took an active role in the 
Wainfleet congregation. Ont., serv-
ing on the board and as trustee. He 
used his carpentry gift whenever 
needed. The funeral was held at Bal-
lard/McDonald Home with Rev. 
Charles Mashinter officiating. Inter-
ment was in Maple Lawn Cemetery. 
Yeatts: Helen V. Yeatts, born 
June 5, 1909, in Clark City, Ohio, 
daughter of Edgar and Delia Martin 
R o o f , d i ed May 14. H. R o b e r t 
Yeatts, her husband, preceded her 
in death. Surviving are a son, John 
R.; two grandchi ldren ; and two 
brothers, Galen and Charles. Helen 
had resided at Messiah Village since 
1987. She was a retired registered 
nurse, having worked at an Ohio 
Masonic home. The funeral was 
held at the Messiah Village church 
with Rev. Mary L. Lady officiating. 
Graveside services were in Glenn 
Haven Cemetery, Ohio. Q 
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Changes in denominational leadership 
Warren Hoffman 
selected as next 
Moderator 
The General Conference Board will 
recommend to General Conference that 
Warren L. Hoffman be confirmed to 
serve as the next moderator of the 
Brethren in Christ Church. This comes 
with Harvey Sider's announcement that 
due to retirement, he is not available for 
another term. 
Warren has served the church as pas-
John Hawbaker 
resigns as bishop 
Bishop John B. Hawbaker, bishop of 
the Allegheny and Susquehanna region-
al conferences, has accepted the invita-
tion from the Manor Brethren in Christ 
Church to serve as senior pastor, begin-
ning no later than March 1, 1998. 
The Bishop's Selection Committee, 
composed of representatives from the 
Allegheny and Susquehanna confer-
ences, the Moderator, and the General 
Secretary, will immediately initiate the 
search process for a replacement. 
If you have names to suggest, please 
send them to the Moderator, who chairs 
the search committee, no later than 
Aug. 20, 1997. Also, anyone interested 
could send a resume to the Moderator: 
Rev. Harvey R. Sider 
P.O. Box 290 
Grantham, PA 17027-0290 
fax (717) 697-7714 
Winger named Canadian 
Conference bishop 
At presstime it was learned that Dar-
rell Winger, currently the senior pastor 
of the Stayner (Ont.) congregation, has 
been named to replace R. Dale Shaw 
as bishop of the Canadian conference. 
More details of the assignment will 
appear in a subsequent issue of the Vis-
itor. 
tor, bishop and, most recently, as gen-
eral secretary. He, with his family, 
resides in Elizabethtown, Pa. 
Search started for 
General Secretary 
The General Conference Board has 
initiated the normal process for securing 
a general secretary to replace Warren 
L. Hoffman (see the Manual of Doc-
trine and Government, p. 41). A search 
committee has been named, with 
Harold Albrecht as chair. After having 
completed its work, the committee will 
report its findings to the General Con-
ference Board. The board, in turn, will 
recommend to General Conference in 
July 1998 a nominee for confirmation. 
Suggestions for potential candidates 
should be forwarded no later than 
September 30, 1997, to: Harold 
Albrecht, Box 290, Grantham, PA 
17027, phone (717) 697-2634, fax (717) 
697-7714. 
Be Part of a Vision 
for Healing and Change 
Openings at the MCC offices are much more than desk jobs. 
Within a supportive atmosphere you will find both individual 
challenge and a hands-on connection to the far-reaching work 
of MCC. 
If you are interested in... 
• Women's Concerns 
• Peace Ministries 








salaried and Voluntary Service positions, full-time or part-time 
are currently available. Qualifications include a commitment to 
Christian faith, active church membership and nonviolent 
peacemaking. 
For more information contact Marsha Jones or Marilyn Funk at: 
£ M e n n o n i t e Cent ra l C o m m i t t e e 
Mennoni te Central Commi t tee Canada 
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9 
(204) 261 -6381 Fax: (204) 269-9875 
E-mail: prs@mennonitecc.ca 
Accept the challenge of MCC service 







What was billed as the "First 
Retired Ministries Persons Retreat" 
was held at Kenbrook Bible Camp 
on May 12-14. Thirty-seven persons 
attended the retreat, with an average 
age of 75, according to one of the 
participants who is statistically 
inclined. 
Elbert Smith was the resource 
speaker for the retreat, which was 
organized around the theme "Active 
Retirement." His messages were 
entitled "There's more to it than 
vacating the office," "Who am I 
when I am out of the harness?" and 
"Do 1 have a continuing role in min-
istry?" He encouraged participants 
to realize that God intends to use 
people who have "closed the office 
door" and are waiting for openings 
to new lifestyles and new opportuni-
ties for latter years. He noted that 
those opportunities may lie in 
unlikely places. All our past is use-
ful to a God who can empower us 
and who says, "I 'm going with you." 
Tuesday evening featured group 
singing and praise, as well as special 
music by Alice Dourte Lauver and 
Lamar Dourte. The retreat ended 
Wednesday morning with a Commu-
nion service led by Bishop Craig 
Sider, who spoke on "God's Awak-
ening Grace." 
Canadian Harvey Stickley com-
mented, "[This] is my first time to 
enjoy a retreat designated specifical-
ly for retired ministry persons. I can 
honestly say that I have never 
enjoyed a retreat as much as this 
one." His wife Gladys added, "It was 
far beyond my expectations—like 
coming home." 
Other participants spoke appre-
ciatively of the opportunity to renew 
friendships, being challenged to con-
tinue in active Kingdom ministry, 
and the times of worship, singing 
old and new hymns. One person 
said, "I was surprised as I experi-
enced joy and felt the warm fellow-
ship of people I previously knew 
only by name." 
The next Retired Ministries Per-
sons Retreat is scheduled for June 1-
3, 1998, at Kenbrook Bible Camp, 
Lebanon, Pa. For more information, 
contact John W. Schock, Director of 
Senior Ministries, 501 Pine Meadow 
Drive, Lebanon PA 17046.—From a 
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Mennonite Health Services and the 
MCC Canada Mental Health and Dis-
abilities Programs invite graduate stu-
dents pursuing careers in mental 
health fields both in Canada and the 
U.S. to apply for scholarships. 
The scholarships, to be awarded in 
the spring for the 1998-1999 aca-
demics year, are available from the 
Elmer Ediger Memorial Scholarship 
Fund. Elmer Ediger was one of the 
founders of MHS and the director of 
Prairie View in Newton, Kansas, from 
1957 until his death in 1983. The 
fund, named for Ediger in 1984, was 
originally called the Mennonite Men-
tal Health Scholarship Fund, and is 
administered by a four-person com-
mittee from Canada and the United 
States. 
The scholarships will be between 
$1,000 and $1,200 and are available 
to students studying in Canada or the 
United States. Four to six students 
receive scholarships yearly. 
To qualify for the scholarships, 
candidates must be graduate students 
with vocational interest in mental 
health, developmental disabilities, or 
related f ie lds . Those who apply 
should have at least a 3.25 college 
grade average (4.0 scale). Candidates 
must also be a member of a con-
stituent church congregation and must 
be a citizen of the U.S. and/or Canada 
or a permanent resident. 
Other factors considered are ser-
vices experience; active membership 
in a Mennonite, Brethren in Christ, or 
Church of the Brethren congregation; 
attendance at a church-related college; 
and financial need. 
Applications and all supporting 
data for the scholarships must be 
received by February 1, 1998. MHS 
will announce the winners by April 
30, 1998. 
For applications write to: Amy 
Herr, Mennonite Health Services, 
2160 Lincoln Highway East, Box 6, 
Lancaster, PA 17602-1150 or call 
(717) 293-7125. 
Messiah Village names 
associate pastor 
Messiah Village, a continuing care 
retirement community located near 
Mechanichsburg, Pa., announces the 
appointment of Janet Peifer to the pas-
toral care staff beginning June 23, 
1997. She has a master's degree in 
divinity from Eastern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary, Philadelphia, Pa. 
She is currently completing a doctor 
of ministry program at Lancaster The-
ological Seminary, Lancaster, Pa. 
Janet is married and is the mother 
of two adult children. She served in 
lay and pas-
toral min-
istry at the 
Refton (Pa.) 
Brethren in 
C h r i s t 
Church for 
twenty-five 
years. As of 
June 1997, 
she completed nearly six years of ser-
vice as associate pastor at Landis 
Homes Retirement Community in 
Lititz, Pa. Janet also served as a mem-
ber of the Messiah Village Board of 
Trustees for two years. 




IN A F R I C A 
As part of the centennial cele-
brations of Brethren in Christ 
Missions, a tour of Brethren in Christ churches in Zambia and 
Zimbabwe is being planned by the Brethren in Christ Historical 
Society, in cooperation with the Board for World Missions. 
The dates are August 16 to September 2, 1998. 
The tour will visit historic Brethren in Christ mission centers, 
Victoria Falls, and Hwange National Park. A highlight will be 
attendance at part of the General Conference at Matopo, during 
which the Zimbabwean members will be observing the centenni-
al. 
Inquiries about joining the tour should be addressed to the 
Brethren in Christ Historical Society; The Archives; Messiah Col-
lege; Grantham, PA 17027; telephone (717) 691-6048. 
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Book Review 
John Wesley's Class Meeting: A 
Model for Making Disciples, by D. 
Michael Henderson. (Nappanee, Ind.: 
Evangel Publishing House, 1997.) 
Paper, 192 pages, $14.00. Reviewed 
by Layne A. Lebo, Associate Pastor, 
Mechanicsburg, Pa., Brethren in Christ 
Church. 
John Wesley's goal in life and min-
istry was "to spread scriptural holi-
ness throughout the land of England." 
Toward this end he gave his life and 
was extremely successful. How suc-
cessful? So successful that historians 
to this day point to the ministry of 
John Wesley as instrumental in help-
ing England to avoid the bloody civil 
revolution which characterized the 
nation of France. 
In John Wesley's Class 
Meetings: A Model for 
Making Disciples, D. 
Michael Henderson takes 
an in-depth look at the edu-
cational model John Wes-
ley employed to transform 
the working classes of 18th 
century England. In his 
introduction to the book, 
Henderson notes, "The 
data seemed to indicate 
that the effectiveness and uniqueness 
of both Wesley and Arminius (and 
Arminius's mentor, Peter Ramus) was 
as much due to their educational 
methods as it was to their theological 
formulations" (p. 6). It is with this 
premise that Henderson explores in 
detail Wesley's educational model of 
discipleship through the vehicles of 
the class meeting and the band. 
The book provides a wealth of his-
torical information about John Wes-
ley's life and ministry in a short 
amount of space. This historical 
overview sets the context for the min-
istry of John Wesley and the educa-
tional structure he employed so effec-
tively. In reading this overview of 
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Wesley's ministry, the 
reader cannot help but be 
impressed at the broad 
effects of Wesley's min-
istry on the church, the 
English culture at large, 
and most notably upon 
the working class of 18th 
century England. 
John Wesley's convic-
tion was that preaching 
to the masses was not 
enough to change lives and to spread 
holiness throughout England; people 
needed to be incorporated into small 
groups where they could work out 
their salvation with other fellow trav-
elers. Thus, small groups became the 
focus of his ministry, the backbone of 
the open-air preaching for which he is 
so well known. His contemporary, 
George Whitefield, on the other hand, 
had no such system in place. Later in 
his life, Whitefield lamented the fact 
that he had not spent more time devel-
oping a structure like Wesley's. He 
was grieved by the fact that many 
people moved to repentance under his 
ministry, in time fell away because of 
the lack of a system to support them 
Readers 
Respond 
In the June 1997 issue of the Evan-
gelical Visitor, there is a disturbing 
line in the article "Discipleship for the 
21st Century." Speaking to the issue 
of non-violence, the article relates the 
story of a radio program in which a 
pastor told a young boy to hit the bul-
lies in his school yard. Regardless of 
one's opinion of that advice and the 
larger issue of non-violence, the arti-
cle is wrong to snidely insult the radio 
pastor by saying, "its painful to use 
that term here" in referring to the man 
as a "pastor." 
Why is it painful to call this man a 
pastor? I haven't met a pastor yet with 
whom I haven't shared some differ-
ences of opinion, but it isn't painful to 
call him or her by the title that some 
denomination has granted. This pastor 
gave advice contrary to the basic 
belief of the article's author, but that 
in no way entitles the author to insult 
this man's calling. Will it be painful to 
serve in eternity with this pastor? 
The bigger offense to me, however, 
is the way the snide insult undermines 
the message of non-violence. We 
won't go hit the pastor in the nose, 
but we will hit him below the belt in 
an article for a magazine of a rather 
small denomination. I am not born 
and bred Brethren in Christ, but I love 
this denomination for its unique com-
bination of theological stands and 
understanding of the gospel. I have 
struggled with a total non-violence 
stance. The people who most stood in 
my way were those who profess 
peace, but do not extend peace to fel-
low believers who hold to a contrary 
understanding of Scripture. I am 
grateful for a few of the models who 
have been consistent, but if our church 
publication (I fault the editors here 
too) can not even talk the talk, how 
will we ever teach others to walk the 
walk? 
That one line should have been 
edited out of the article at some point. 
It insulted one believer and under-
mined the author's, the article's, and 
by extension the denomination's cred-
ibility on this issue. Sometimes non-
violence includes absorbing hurt and 
pain. This would have been a good 
time to suffer in silence. 
Lois A. Saylor 
Elizabethtown, Pa. 
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in their new-found walk with Jesus 
Christ. 
Henderson sums up Wesley's min-
istry with the following words, "The 
Wesleyan revolution is an illustration 
that longlasting spiritual transforma-
tion is not the product of dynamic 
preaching or of correct doctrine. It 
comes only through serious disciple-
building, in keeping with Christ 's 
Great Commission to 'go into all the 
world and make disciples.' The class 
meeting which Wesley developed was 
the instrument by which preaching 
and doctrine were harnessed into spir-
itual renewal. It carried the revolu-
tion"(p. 31). 
It is in the preceding quote that I 
believe we find the greatest value in 
D. Michael Henderson's book. We 
live in a day where the effectiveness 
of small groups is understood well in 
our culture by secular people and 
institutions, and is experiencing a 
resurgence in the church. If we are to 
see the gospel of Jesus Christ have a 
life-changing impact on the lives of 
believers and pre-Christians, we must 
reevaluate the importance and struc-
ture of small groups in our churches. 
In John Wesley's Class Meeting: A 
Model for Making Disciples we have 
timeless principles which worked mir-
acles in 18th century England and 
which have much to offer to the late 




Word of Life 
L o o k i n g at " H a l l o w e d " 
"Our Father who art in heaven, 
hallowed be thy name" (Matthew 
6:9). 
Like many other Christian parents, 
Bonnie and I have taught our children 
the Lord's prayer (Matthew 6:9-13). 
Our hope in doing so was not only to 
give Matthew, Phillip, and Kelsey a 
prayer they could repeat in itself, but 
a prayer that could be a pattern for all 
of their prayers. As they grow older, 
we hope they will insert the princi-
ples of the Lord's Prayer into their 
own praying, so that when they pray 
they will: 
• remember that God is their father 
and king and know that they pray 
to one in whom love, power, and 
authority are perfectly combined 
(Matthew 6:9-10) 
• speak to God about their daily 
needs (Matthew 6:11) 
•confess to the Lord their sins 
(Matthew 6:12) 
• place their future with all its per-
ils in God's hands (Matthew 6:13) 
If you're like me, prayer can so 
easily become self-centered. William 
Barclay notes this tendency when he 
writes, "We can be so busy thinking 
of what we want that we have no time 
to think of what God wants. We can 
be so concerned with our own desires 
that we never think of God's will. We 
can be so busy talking to God that we 
never give God the chance to talk to 
us" (William Barclay, The Beatitudes 
and the Lord's Prayer for Every Man, 
p. 157). 
This is exactly what the Lord's 
prayer helps us avoid. Jesus begins by 
teaching us to put not us, but God, in 
the center of our praying. Right away 
Jesus brings the majesty of God to the 
forefront by saying, "Our Father who 
art in heaven, hallowed be thy name." 
In Jesus' day, the name of a person 
often stood for the character of the 
person as it was known. The name of 
God stands for the nature, the charac-
ter, and the personality of God as 
revealed to us through Christ, the 
Scriptures, and the created world. 
When the Psalmist David writes in 
Psalm 9:10, "and those who know thy 
name will put their trust in thee," he 
means those who know the character 
of God; those who know what God is 
like, will trust in him. 
The word "hallowed" is from the 
Greek word hagiazeia, which is usu-
ally translated "holy." Hagiazeia here 
means "to pay honor due"; to treat as 
holy; to hold sacred; to hold in rever-
ence; to honor, glorify, exalt, lift up, 
bless, or praise. Hagios is the adjec-
tive meaning "holy." The idea behind 
the word is the idea of difference. 
"That which is hagios is different 
from ordinary things; it belongs to a 
different sphere of quality and of 
being" (Barclay, p. 177). God in Christ 
is of a different sphere of quality and 
being than us, so we hold him in rev-
erence. In 1 Peter 3:15, Peter tells us 
to sanctify or reverence (hagiazein) 
Christ as Lord. For example, Peter is 
saying, "Let us give to Jesus the rev-
erence which his lordship demands." 
To hallow God's name is to give 
God the honor of which he is worthy. 
How do we express this reverence for 
the God, the Holy One? 
1. We reverence God through the 
"fruit of our lips" (Hebrews 13:15), 
which is praise. 
2. We reverence God when what 
we think and say about God is worthy 
of him. True doctrines and sound 
teaching show reverence for God. To 
know God is to reverence him. 
3. We reverence God when we 
enthrone God as king within our 
hearts and aim our lives at living for 
his honor moment by moment. When 
we pray "hallowed be thy name," it is 
an act of commitment to give Christ 
the unique and central place in our 
lives. 
Nietzsche, the famous German 
philosopher, challenged Christians by 
saying, "Show me that you are re-
deemed, and then I will believe in 
your redeemer." When we pray "hal-
lowed be thy name," we are praying 
that God will enable us to show we 
are redeemed, so that in our lives, God 
may be glorified and that through us, 
others may be drawn to Christ 
Rick Mailloux lives near Goshen, Ind. 
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Discipleship for the Century 
If my people... shall 
humble themselves 
by Samuel M. Brubaker 
The oft-quoted words of 2 Chroni-
cles 7:14 remind us of the possibility of 
forgiveness and healing by God who, 
even though offended, is ready to for-
give. These gracious words were spo-
ken to King Solomon in the night, after 
the great celebration and dedication of 
the temple he'd built. 
These words were spoken to 
Solomon, not as a solution for an exist-
ing situation, but as indication of God's 
gracious intent should he find it neces-
sary in the future to chastise his people. 
In such an event, the prerequisite for 
forgiveness and healing would be that 
they humble themselves, pray, seek 
God's face, and turn from their wicked 
ways. 
In the summer of 1997, the pro-
posed apology (proposed by Rep. Tony 
Hall D-OH) for the system which 
enslaved the ancestors of African 
Americans presents the people of the 
United States with an opportunity to 
practice a little humility. How are we 
Christians reacting to this proposal? 
The apology does not blame any-
one for acts they did not commit. By it, 
"the Congress apologizes to African 
Americans whose ancestors suffered 
as slaves under the Constitution and 
laws of the United States until 1865." 
Apologizing for wrongs committed 
by others is common. The current pro-
posal would have Congress apologize 
for wrongs committed by previous leg-
islative bodies. 
The proposed apology should be 
adopted for several reasons. Foremost, 
slavery was more than personal sins— 
it was a national sin, sustained and pro-
tected by the Constitution and laws of 
the land. Individuals involved are 
responsible for their acts, and by now 
have had to answer before the Judge of 
all the earth. Nobody can undo those 
actions. But Congress can express 
remorse for the earlier legal arrange-
ments which granted slavery the sanc-
tion of the government. 
An apology would be a helpful step 
toward healing the racism which has 
beset our nation ever since. Some indi-
viduals have come to healing, others 
have not. Some white Americans per-
petuate the wound by continuing prej-
udice. Some have suggested that 
African Americans should just "get 
F o c u s i n g our M iss ion . . . 
continued from page 30 
tors willing to serve short- to long-term 
assignments in Zambia and Zimbab-
we. Could God be calling you? 
Short-term, self-supporting assign-
ments are available and they vary from 
two weeks to two years. They include: 
summer teen ministries, building/main-
tenance projects, tutoring missionar-
ies' children, and host and hostess at an 
international guest house. 
Work teams have made large contri-
butions to our ministries. They are 
designed for youth and adults alike and 
are made available on an annual basis. 
Information for all of the above is 
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available from our office on request. 
You can remain at home and still be 
an integral part of God's plan for the 
world. We encourage participation in 
adult and children's Missions Prayer 
Fellowship projects, in the Missions 
Auxiliary, in missionary conferences 
in local churches, hosting missionary 
families, using the Prayer Challenge 
or World Christian Intercessor materi-
als in your daily or family devotions, 
and by being current in the "comings 
and goings" of Brethren in Christ 
World Missions by reading 'Today' 
and 'Therefore,' the publications of our 
denomination's mission agency. 
Be among those who LIVE THE 
VISION. " H 
over it." That seems like a cruel sug-
gestion to make to persons whose lives 
have been hampered by the legacy of 
national sin committed against their 
ancestors. Those not yet healed could 
be helped if they felt a sense of genuine 
remorse from the descendants of those 
responsible for the evil. 
Some have expressed opposition to 
an apology out of fear that it will lead 
to expectations and demands for repa-
rations, such as continuation of affir-
mative action. We Christians know, 
however, that attempts at restitution are 
part of genuine sorrow for sin. We 
should be willing to work at restitution 
by caring, person-building efforts, of 
which well-designed affirmative action 
may be one. 
Others suggest that an apology 
should not be issued because many 
African Americans will reject it as too 
little, too late, or an empty gesture. 
Aggrieved persons who continue to 
feel so much hurt should be related to 
in kindness, respect, and charity: the 
apology should not be delayed. 
Will Congress do it? Would a 
majority of Americans support an 
apology? I certainly don ' t know. 
Maybe it's too much to expect a secu-
lar society to act Christianly. But the 
big discipleship question is: will Amer-
ica's Christians support and advocate 
the proposed apology? Are we pre-
pared to humble ourselves to support 
it? And to advocate that the entire 
nation be humble enough to apologize? 
It is heartening to note that the Nation-
al Association of Evangelicals has 
enthusiastically lent its support to the 
idea of an apology for slavery, and 
declared the apology "long overdue" 
(NAE Washington Insight, Vol. XIX, 
No. 7, July 1997). Hopefully, NAE's 
example will spark widespread hum-
bling, requests for forgiveness, and 
lead toward healing the land of the 
painful legacy of slavery. 




I met Sonia Gabriel a on the streets 
of Bogota, Colombia. I was glad it 
was daylight. She strikes me as one 
tough lady—and when I learned her 
story I knew that she had been. Once 
known as "queen" of the most violent 
section of this violent city, she had 
found life and peace in Jesus Christ. 
And with her f r iend and mentor, 
Brethren in Christ pastor Sonia Valen-
cia, she was now back in her home 
area reaching out with acts of com-
passion and words of hope to those 
still bound by sin. 
For years God's people have waged 
the evangelism/social gospel debate 
with regard to missions and outreach. 
Was this an issue in your day, Paul? 
You preached to intellectuals on Mar's 
Hill; you also spent a lot of time and 
energy on behalf of a runaway slave. I 
like the words of twentieth-century 
missionary statesman E. Stanley 
Jones: "An individual gospel without 
a social gospel is a soul without a 
body, and a social gospel without an 
individual gospel is a body without a 
soul. One is a ghost and the other a 
corpse." I think Brethren in Christ 
World Missions has practiced a good 
synthesis of the two. But when there 
isn't enough money to fund all the 
programs, decision-makers still get 
caught up in saying, "OK, now what 
is our first priority here?", as if the 
two can be separated. 
When the Brethren in Christ went 
to the big cities of Latin America in 
the 1980s, the idea was to evangelize 
among the middle classes, then chal-
lenge these new Christians—people 
of some means and influence—to 
reach out to the poor and needy in 
their cities. This was not going to be 
low-budget missions; it was going to 
t 
cost a lot more than pioneering in 
Africa or India. But we were a grow-
ing denomination, and it was exciting 
to have a growing missions program 
as well. 
But several not-so-funny things 
have happened on the way to the 
twenty-first century. We in North 
America began to squabble over the 
relative importance of overseas mis-
sions vs. church planting here at 
home. And with cooperative giving 
for denominational programs and per-
sonnel declining, our vision became 
budget-driven, limited by last year's 
cooperative giving. We could not 
afford to keep our missionaries in 
Mexico City, so they were reassigned. 
A third threatening trend of our day 
goes far beyond the Brethren in 
Christ. It is the rise of a "prosperity 
gospel" all over the world, exported 
very effectively and seductively from 
our shores by way of televangelists, 
traveling preachers, and wealthier-
than-thou North American mission-
aries. It has been welcomed by people 
"An individual 
gospel without a 
social gospel is a 
soul without a body, 
and a social gospel 
without an individual 
gospel is a body 
without a soul. 
One is a ghost and 
the other a corpse" 
in need, who know they have no other 
resource than reliance on God, people 
who see and desire something better 
in this life as well as in the life to 
come. It is appalling to realize that 
we bear some responsibility for fos-
tering this idea of a god whose buttons 
we can push in just the right ways to 
get what we are asking for. 
There were very few "evangelical" 
(i.e., Protestant) churches in the sec-
tion of Bogota to which the Brethren 
in Christ went in 1984. Church-plant-
ing missionary Bob Geiger tells me 
that now there are many. But most of 
them focus on what-God-is-doing-
and-can-do-for-me-and-my-church. It 
was one of Bob and Carol's passions 
to build a body which would look to 
the needs around it and reach out to 
help. So Sonia Valencia and other 
Christians—Colombians and expatri-
ates, from Niza IX Brethren in Christ 
and elsewhere—help with food and 
shelter, medical care and education, 
worship, teaching, pastoring, and 
counseling in the name of Jesus Christ 
for the needy in La Calzada. A similar 
thing happens among middle-class 
Brethren in Christ youth in Caracas, 
Venezuela, who take their youth meet-
ings to the poor of the ranchos which 
surround the city. And some of 
them—like Mother Teresa, Henri 
Nouwen and Sonia Valencia—may be 
called to leave a life of privilege or 
prestige and become downwardly 
mobile. They will realize that being a 
servant is different from choosing 
when, where, and how to serve. I 
should know that, since I was once a 
slave. 
Maybe I need to remind myself 
more often how the poor of the world 
live. I could fast from automobiles, 
from medical check-ups, from books, 
magazines , newspapers , and the 
glasses with which to read them, from 
variety and abundance in my diet. It 
won't be the same because I'll be able 
to quit fasting whenever I want. But 
what will I do if God calls me to this 
kind of service among the needy of 
my town or city? Or among the poor 
of the world? 
Relinquishing control, 
Onesimus 
Readers may correspond with Onesimus by 
writing to him in care of the Evangelical Visitor, 
P.O. Box 166. Nappanee, IN46550. Letters to 
Onesimus may be published unless they are 
marked "Personal-Not for Publication." 
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Focusing our Mission 
= 
250 Growing, Discipling, 
Sending Congregations 
by A.D. 2000 
Living the Vision 
by Jack McClane 
As Brethren in Christ World Mis-
sions approaches its second century of 
global ministries, it is an opportunity to 
restate our commitment to proclaim the 
gospel to the lost, disciple the new 
believers, and conduct compassion 
ministries in the name of Christ. 
We begin this second century of 
world missions in July of 1998. 
When I became executive director 
of world missions, I was asked repeat-
edly, "What is your vision for world 
missions?" Most often I would say, "To 
keep doing what we've been doing for 
almost 100 years." That doesn't sound 
very visionary, but I don't think we 
need a new vision in order to be vision-
ary . 
The original vision did not come 
from a leader. It came from the Lord 
himself through the Scriptures. The 
statement of purpose of the Board for 
World Missions is a good synthesis of 
the commands of our Lord. It reads, 
"The purpose of the Brethren in Christ 
Board for World Missions is to extend 
the Kingdom of God as we labor cross-
culturally with other believers to evan-
gelize, disciple, serve, and plant church-
es, and to challenge the Brethren in 
Christ Church to accomplish the Great 
Commission with prayers, personnel, 
and finance." 
We attempt to accomplish this 
vision in each one of our mission fields 
around the world. Consider Nepal as an 
example: 
In one of our recent administrative 
visits to Nepal, a young banker who 
had been recently converted in one of 
our churches said to us, "Before I 
accepted Christ, everything was dark-
ness. Now everything is light." That's 
"evangelism"! 
Pastoral and Christian leadership 
training is not available in eastern 
Nepal. This is about to change. We 
have just approved and funded the 
translation of TEE (Theological Edu-
cation by Extension) materials into 
Nepalese in order to train pastors in 
eastern Nepal. They will come from 
all denominations. It will be developed, 
promoted, and administered by Breth-
ren in Christ leaders in Nepal. That's 
"Discipling"! 
General education as we know it is 
not available to many tribal people liv-
ing in villages that are at a distance 
from a town or small city. Thus, adult 
literacy classes are offered for two 
months each year at our administrative 
center in Biratnagar. The Scriptures are 
used as the teaching text. These adults 
return to their villages with Bibles in 
hand. They are encouraged to read 
them to the village people and invite 
others to become members of the fam-
ily of faith. 
Our recently constructed hostel will 
soon be open to receive children from 
Brethren in Christ families coming 
from villages where education is not 
available. As residents in our hostel 
they will be able to attend school in 
the morning, and in the afternoons and 
evenings do their studies, laundry, and 
generally accepted chores, and most 
importantly be taught the ways of 
Christ and his call to service. Many 
will become leaders in the church (as 
has been the case in India), and most 
will be leaders when they return to 
their homes in the villages. That's 
"Service"! 
The children are supported through 
the mission's SPICE (Scholarship Pro-
gram for Indian Children's Education) 
program. You can sponsor a child for 
$125 annually. 
In eight years, the Brethren in Christ 
church in Nepal has grown from no 
churches to 12. Now it is the largest 
church in eastern Nepal, with 10 full-
time leaders and pastors. These are 
trained and Spirit-filled servants of 
God. That's "Planting Churches"! 
We are living the vision in the midst 
of some of the most rapidly expand-
ing population centers in the world. 
With information systems and com-
munications reaching most of the peo-
ple of the world at astonishing rates 
and raising their expectations high, 
they're seeking a resolution to their 
own hopelessness. Rather than an-
swers, many will instead find poverty, 
violence, new strains of diseases, and 
weak and unscrupulous leadership. The 
result will be unfilled expectations, 
increased loneliness, disconnectedness 
from community, and general unrest 
fueled by compelling frustration about 
"what could be." 
This social upheaval has created the 
greatest need in history for evangelistic 
outreach. As we close in on our second 
century of global ministry, we must 
find godly people who are trained and 
equipped to meet this greatest chal-
lenge of our age. 
Missions is part of the vision state-
ment of the North American church 
which calls for us to be a "sending" 
body of believers. 
Missions is calling for a missionary 
couple to teach in the Sikalongo Bible 
Institute in Zambia. 
Missions is calling for a missionary 
couple to serve in Malawi as pastoral 
trainers and leaders in church planting. 
Missions is calling for a couple to 
serve in Honduras as pastoral trainers 
and supervisors of development. 
Missions is calling for medical doc-
continued on page 28 
Jack McClane is 
executive director of 
Brethren in Christ 
World Missions. 
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I 
o Mennonite Central Committee 
M e n n o n i t e C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e a n d M C C U.S . 
21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500 
(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889 
M e n n o n i t e C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e C a n a d a 
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9 
(204)261-6381 
Every year MCC ships wrapped bar soap to places such as Haiti, West Bank, 
Ukraine, former Yugoslavia and even within the United States. To find out 
where to deliver your soap, contact your nearest MCC office. 
10,000 bars of soai 
For God so loved the world 
that he gave his one and 
ontaSon, that whoever 
believes in him shall not 
perish but have eternal life. 
John 3:16 
mmm 
an and w o m a n 
were created sinless and 
innocent, living in ha rmony 
with God and creation. But 
evil entered the h u m a n 
family when Adam and Eve 
yielded to Satan's 
temptat ion. As they chose to 
disobey God, their nature 
became sinful. This sinful 
nature has been transmitted 
to all their descendants. 
Thus sin, moral depravity, 
and death became an 
inherent part of the h u m a n 
experience... . 
With the fall of the 
h u m a n race into sin, the 
image of God in humani ty 
was seriously flawed, bu t no t 
totally destroyed. In spite of 
a bent toward evil, aspects of 
God's likeness remain in 
humankind , glimpsed in 
such characteristics as 
creativity, generosity, and 
compassion. Nevertheless, it 
is only by God's grace that 
people can respond to God's 
gift of salvation. 
Excerpted from the 
Brethren in Christ 
Articles of Faith and Doctrine. 
Moving? 
Please let us know your 
new address at least 
three weeks in advance. 
The postal system 
charges us 50c per copy 
for returned magazines.., 
and you miss a copy of 
the magazine. 
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